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Thief steals $10,000 worth of band equipment
A DAYS

INN
EMPlOYEE
GAVE A THIEF
POSING AS A
BAND MEMBER
A KEY TO A
ROOM WHICH
AllOWED HIM
TO STEAl
EQUIPMENT
AND OTHER
PERSONAl
ITEMS.

BY MORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT

News

EDITOR

Four members of the Murray State
Wind Ensemble had an estimated
$10,000 in belongings stolen after the
key to their hotel room was given out by
a night shift worker in Louisville.
Morgan Kinslow, Brad Hammack,
Rob Cower and Alan Page returned to
the · Day's Inn on Arthur Drive in
Louisville on Feb. 2 to find their room
ransacked.
Cower and Hammack found their
instruments, a silver trumpet and a
trombone stored in the room, stolen.
Kinslow and Page's instruments were
not stolen because they were in
Kinslow's truck in the parking lot.
In addition to the instruments, three
of the students found their clothing
stolen, including all of their perfor-

mance tuxedos.
"Our hotel was located right off the
ramp to 1-65, so anybody could have
come off the ramp, got the (stuff), and
go," Kinslow said. "The main thing was
I was packed for five days, and they
practically wiped me out."
After speaking with the desk worker,
they discovered an unknown man had
requested a key to their room while the
four were eating, and without asking
for identification, the worker gave it to
him. The general manager, Darlene
Williams, was then called and 'notified
of the situation
Kinslow said the lobby security tape
is currently being reviewed at the state
video lab.
The ensemble players were attending
the Kentucky Music Educator's Conference and auditioning for the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Honor Band, which was

performing for the convention Feb. 4.
There were eight attendees from Murray State, four men and four women .
While an investigative team of two
detectives, two policemen and a forensics expert scoured the room for evidence, the four were forced to stay in
the women's adjoining room.
"We had to stay in the girls' room
until three or four in the morning.''
Kinslow said.
While being selected to play ensured
a berth in the Honor Band, one of the
highest Kentucky musical honors given
to college students, the players were
required to audition for chairs, or positions, within the b<1nd.
The auditions for chairs were the next
day at 8 a.m. The time required to prepare for the auditions and travel to the
Please l9Ce THEFT/17

Busy signals
frustrating
for students

Mentos-backed
Stroke 9 concert
in plans for April
THE II MENTOS
fRESH MAKER
TouR" WILl
PROVIDE
STUDENTS A
DAY FUll OF
EVENTS AND A
CONCERT AT
NO COST.

BY JASON YATES

BY LOREE STARK

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

Last semester MTV littered the
campus with Garbage. This semester Mentos will bring a breath of
fresh air to Murray State.
Mentos and the College Television Network wili sponsor a concert and day full of events Monday, April 17. The concert and
events come frf!f! to students and
the public.
Stroke 9, which has made a
name for itself with the song
"Black Backpack," wiU headline
the concert. Up-and-coming bands
Pink and New . Rising Suns will
kick off the musical festivities.
"This is a great deal for everyone," Student Government Association
President
Brandon
Kirkham said. "We (SGA) get
experience planning and pulling
off a show, and it is free. They
(Mentos and CTN) pay for the
band and the set up."
Kirkham said one reason Murray State received the opportunity
for this event is because Winslow
Dining Hall shows CTN programming. CTN is a television station
geared for a college audience. It
shows videos and news.
SGA Concert Chair Curtis Baker
said the past success the Universi-

Students in the residential colleges are getting tired of busy
signals.
The reason behind the busy
signals is the limited number of
telephone lines available on each
floor in each residential college.
Many students are using their
phone lines to access the Internet, which ties up the lines
longer than most phone calls,
Telecommunications Manager of
Information Systems James
DeBoer said.
DeBoer has been working to
fix this problem since last semester.
"We are working on getting
addHional circuits up," DeBoer
said .
DeBoer said he is working
with Apex Internet Systems to
devise a better system for the students.
"You can't get circuits up
overnight/' DeBoer said. "We are
trying to smooth things over
with the new system before we
tum it over to the students.n
In the meantime, manv students remain angry abo~t not
being able to dial out.
"Considering I tried to get
hold of my mom 10 times last
Please see LINES/17

Please see MENTOS/17

Ryan Brooks/The News

Taking it easy:

Shaka Jones. junior from Peoria, Ill., and Tra\'iS Smiley.
freshman from Tampa, Fla.• people-watch in the pedestrian mall as students walk by.

FREQUENT
INTERNET USE
IS ONE
REASON
STUDENTS IN
RESIDENTIAL
COllEGES
HAVE A HARD
TIME GETTING
OUTSIDE
PHONE LINES.

Wal-Mart, Sam's Club introduce golden dollar into circulation
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

THE GOlDEN
DOllAR
RECENTlY
CAME INTO
CIRCUlATION.

Washington's countenance graces
the quarter, Roosevelt decorates the
dime, Jefferson is remembered on
the nickel and Lincoln's face is
imprinted on the penny.
But this year marks the first
.for Sacagawea to adorn a coin. The
guide for the Lewis and Oark expedition graces a new gold dollar coin.
The U.S. Mint produced the coin,
and the Federal Reserve released it
to Wal-Mart and Sam's Club on Jan.
30 in an effort to get the golden dollar into circulation.

PAGE 5
Greg Stark
writes about
the walk he
took last
week and
how it
changed his life.

"The objective was to get the coin
into retail cash drawers as soon as
possible," U.S. Mint spokesperson
Michael White said.
By March, 200 million gold dollars
will be in circulation, White said.
Half of those will go to Wal-Mart
and Sam's Club, and the re~t will be
distributed by the Federal Reserve.
The new coin is available at some
financial institutions, but local banks
in Murray, including Pt.'Ople's Bank
and Union Planners Bank, have not
received it.
Wal-Mart personnel have found
the new coin helps custClnaers to effi-

PAGEG
The Murray Fire Department and Murray Electric
can help Si1fcgl}ard homes
and make living in them
more affordable.

ciently go through check-out lines.
"The dollar coin will in fact help
us speed up purchases at our registers, and this will be done through
the fact that customers can carry the
coin in their pocket rather than their
pocket books," Wai-Mart spokesperson Laura Pope said. "Therefore, it is
easily accessible to them."
Pope said Wal-Mart and Sam's
Club serve 100 million customers at
more than 2,900 stores nationwide,
making the store ideal for distributing new currencies.
"We are always looking for something new and different for our cus-

PACE9
Valentine's Day is
.1pproaching quickly. See
how some students are
celebrating, or not.

tomers, and the coin was just that,"
Pope said.
White said the approach to introduce the gold coin was different
from the Susan B. Anthony dollar,
which never strongly entered the
retai I realm.
The Anthony dollar was produced
primarily during 1979 and 1980. 845
million were manufactured and
made their way into transit systems
and some \'ending machines. An
additional 41 million Anthony dollars were made last year, but were
targ~ted to collectors, not retailers.
The U.S. Mint predicts the

demand for a one-dollar coin could
reach one billion this year, White
said.
The tails side of the gold coin is
adorned with a soaring bald eagle
and 17 stars, one for each of the
states part of the union at the time of
the Lewis and Clark expedition. The
coin features a wide border and ~
smooth edge similar to nickel .
Experiments by the U.S. Mint show
the gold dollnr is distinguishable
touch alone.
·
n,e gold dollar can be ordered by
contacting the U.S. Mint <1t 1-800:.
USMINT or www.USMINT.gov.
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The Women's Center has a
week's worth of activities
planned for National
Eating Disorders
Awareness Week.

The Murray State rifle team
captured its seventh
consecutive OVC
Championship and is now
preparing for the NCAA
Sec tiona Is.
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Emerald Knights present
Urban Expression art show
The Emerald Knights, a student
hip-hop culture service organization, will present "Urban Expressions," an art show, in the Curris
Center Gallery.
The showcase will feature graffiti,
art and works influenced by and
reflecting hip-hop and urban culture. It will run until Feb. 20.
A reception will be held tonight
at 7 p.m. with food and entertainment by D.]. FreeL For more information, phone 753-2892.

Minger Bill needs retooling
The Michael Minger Bill that
would require Kentucky universities to keep a daily log of criminal
activity and make it available to
students, faculty and the public has
been claimed as inconsistent by legislators.
Fires, or threats of a fire would
have to be reported to the state fire
marshal. Gail Minger, Michael's
mother, said the law is needed
because Murray State officials were
not forthcoming about the fire that
occurred five days before the one
that killed her son.
The committee determined that
the bill goes too far in requiring
public reporting of such relatively
minor infractions, such as posses-
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am pus
sion of alcohol.
Rep. jim Wayne, D-Louisville,
who is the bill's sponsor, said he
will work with legislators to resolve
the concerns.

Red Cross offers life guard
training classes at no cost
The Calloway County Red Cross
will offer life guarding classes Feb.
19 to March 5 and April13 to 29.
Preregistration is required at the
American Red Cross office on the
third floor of the George Weaks
Community Center, located at the
corner of Seventh and Poplar
streets.
The fee for the classes is $125 and
includes the required textbooks. For
more information, phone 753-1421_.

TaeKwonDo master gives
'happy and healthy' seminar
Joohn Rhee, a world renowned
Tae K won Do master and 1Oth
degree black belt, will hold a seminar Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom. J{hee's seminar,
"Born to be Healthy and Happy," is
sponsored by Mr. Dinh's Martial
Arts of America and the Student
Government Association.

Board of Regents to meet
in Pogue Ubrary today
The Board of Regents will meet
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Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
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Jeremy Edwards/The News

Four men and an election: From left, professors Joseph Fuhrmann. Winfield Rose
and Gil Mathis listen attentively as professor J oe Rose speaks at Wednesday's Election Issues Forum.
today in the jesse Stuart room of
Pogue Library. Committee meetings begin with the Athletic Committee convening at 9:30a.m.
The Academic Affairs Committee
will meet at 10 a.m., followed by the
Development/Investment Committee at 10:30 a.m. and the Audit
Committee at 11 a.m. After the
Finance Committee meeting at
11:30 a.m. will be the lunch break at
noon. Following the break will be

the full Board of Regents meeting at
1:30p.m.

Scouting museum seeks
volunteers for new season
The National Scouting Museum
is accepting volunteers for the
museum's 2000 exhibition season,
which starts March 1 and continues
through Nov. 30. Available positions include opportunities in the
Public Programs Department and

the Collections Department.
Those interested should attend
the volunteer meeting Ft'b. 22 at
1:30 p.m . in the museum's Education Room. For more information,
phone Mdissa Finklea at 762·3383.

Briefs are compiled by Morgan
Hnrdy, ns~istnnt 11ews edi/IJr, and
Melissa Stond,crser, assistant college
life editor.
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•Police Beat

Recruitment focus changes
to 'trying to seal the deal'
WHILE THE
DEADLINE
FOR MURRAY
STATE
APPLICATIONS
HAS PASSED,
THE
ADMISSIONS
DEPARTMENT
IS STill OUT
RECRUITING
WITH MONEY
FOR POTENTIAL
STUDENTS.

BY BRANDl WILUAMS
N EWS EDITOR

The deadline has passed for students to apply for admission at
Murray State next fall, but now is
the time for the University to sell
itself to the incoming freshmen.
"Basically what we are trying to
do is seal the deal," Vice President
of Student ·Affairs Don Robertson
said. "We are doing follow-ups to
convince students this is the
school they want to go to."
One of the ways to convince
potential students is by offering
scholarships.
· "We want to encourage students to see the bottom line,"
Robertson said.
Robertson said although a student might get a scholarship to
another school, the scholarship
Murray State offers may make it
more cost effective to attend the
University.
Many of the scholarships
offered to mcoming students are
housing scholarships.
"It is a two-fold recruitment,"
director of the Scholarship Office
Carmen Garland, said. "It encour-

Scri es an
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FEB. 3, 2000

ages students to come here, and to
fill our residential colleges."
The Rhodes Scholars teams
have been using housing scholar·
ships for recruiting.
The teams have been traveling
to high schools and looking for
students with leadership qualitie$
as well as academic excellence.
Each team received $5,000 to persuade potential Murray State stu·
dents.
"It's a blend/' Garland said.
"The Rhodes scholarships do not
go primarily to students for leadership and they don't go primarily for academics."
One big advantage Garland said
she is exdted .about is the Presidential Scholarship Awards. The
University invited 40 students
who showed academic excellence
to come to campus Feb. 20 and 21
to compete for scholarships. The
difference this year is the students
will be awarded $1,000 in fouryear scholarships just for attending.
Said Garland: "This is a giant
step in equally recruiting these
students."

es

Poef!!j and
:Jvfusica{Ciafents...

were reported to be disturbing vehicles in Stewart Stadium parking lot.
They were gone when police
arrived on the scene.

3:01 a.m. A car with defective taillights was pulled over on Waldrop
Drive.
7 a.m. Electricians were servicing
fire alarms in Sparks Hall.
10 a.m. An emergency message for a
student was delivered to the English department.
2:55 p.m. An item lost from a vehicle was given to the Hart College
desk worker.
6:28 p.m. A non-injury accident
between a University vehicle and a
civilian vehicle was reported at the
comer of Highway 121 and 16th
Street. There was minor damage to
both .cars. Murray Police Department was advised.

F£8.9,2000

FEB. 7,2000
2:21 a.m. A vehicle-to-vehicle hit
and run was reported in the Curris
Center parking lot. The vehicle was
located by the Murray Police
Department.
2:05p.m. A purple and green Huffy
bicycle found in a creek by the Special Education Building was
brought to Public Safety.
8:23 p.m. An elevator was stuck in
the Business Building. Murray Fire
Deparbnent was notified and dispatched.
9:35 p.m. A fire alarm in Regents
College was accidentally triggered.
Murray Fire Department was dispatched.

FEB.4,2000
4:11 a.m. A DUl arrest was made in
the residential college circle. Natalie
Baker was held at Calloway County
Detention Center.

plaint on Hart College room 417.
The resident was notified by the RA
and agreed to quiet down.

FEB.8,2000

9:48a.m. A fire alarm was triggered
in White College.
11:15 a.m. Terry Burgess, coordinator of residential services, transported alcohol in cans and bottles to the
Public Safety office for destruction.
The alcohol was not related to crim·
inal activity.
3:32 p.m. Emergency medical services were dispatched to Waterfield
Library to assist a student having
seizures.
5:37 p.m. Professor Winfield Rose
notified Public Safety that an elevator was stuck in the Business Building. The Murray Fire Department
was notified.
Racer Escorts: 14
Motorist Assists: 7

12:52 p.m. An accident with injuries Crime Prct'Cntion Tip: if you allow
was reported on Chestnut Street. somt?Oift? inside your room in tlze rl'SiMurray Police Department was dential collrgrs, and sometlzing looks
enroute.
suspicious after that person lcat,cs, con9:13 p.m. A vehicle was vandalized tact Public Safety.
while parked in the south lot of
Racer Arena.
Police Bt'fll is compiled raclz tveck by
9:26 p.m. A non-injury accident was Morgan Hardy, assistant news edito~,
reported at the Curris Center.
from materials available from Public
11:53 p.m. There was a noise com- Safety.

FEB.5,2000
7:08 p.m. A non-injury accident was
reported at 16th and Valentine
streets. Murray Police Department
was on the scene.

FEB. 6, 2000
5:11 p.m. Two minor skateboarders
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Lambda Chi Alpha
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Spring 2000 Associates.
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Approximately 4,000 phone
lines across campus, including
offices and residential colleges,
compete for use of only 90 local
and long-distance access lines.
If at every phone someone
tried to call simultaneously, only
2 percent of the people would
get through. The odds are a clear
majority would receive a busy
signal. Even if only 100 people
tried to phone-a-friend nt once,
10 people would hear a busy signal.
The Internet has been blamed
for an increase in the line traffic,
because phone lines are utilized
for service when there is an overflow of online connections.
It would be easy to point the
finger at the webheads or the
service providers, but the root of
the problem is still too few lines.
Since 1995, "The Murray State
News" has run three editorials
calling for new lines and numerous articles detailing expansion
plans and analyzing the busy
signal.
The ultimate reason for the
inadequacy is funding. Until the
University can raise enough
money for telecommunications,
the problem will not be solved. If
~lA ,, ~llf~ comment..Dn._the
...,..,, "'ifuture' it is likely a few--new lines
will be added every five years to
placate students, but do not
expect a radical progression.
Until the faculty approve the
president, pigs fly, money grows
on trees, etc.- God bless re-dial.

Do you think the
Murray State men's
basketball team will
make the NCAA
Tournament this year?
"YES, BECAUSE
THEY HAVE
WHAT IT TAKES
TO GO All THE
WAY I"
COOlE B ARI'ION
teniot, Owensboro

COURSE.

BECAUSE WE'RE
THE ONLY OVC
TEAM WORTH A
CRAP. "

sophomore, Russellville

" YEAH I IT'S A
PRETTY GOOD
POSSIBILITY,
CONSIDERING •
WE'VE PLAYED h
WEll
THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON."

freSIImall. St Louis
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Friendship strengthens through gift·
Ice cream. Melty, gooey and
eaten with a fork in the company
of friends. It's what Valentine's
Day and friendship are all about.
So many times we measure the
value of our relationships in time
spent. I measure it in mint chocolate chip.
Chocolate chips are quality
accents to any dessert. The
laughter of friends gathered
around a tub of rapidly melting
ice cream is as abundant as the
chips in a half gallon of Texas
Gold. Although it is only a small
retreat from the bustle of our
daily lives, it is enough to make
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he had a cnrd in one hand and a
tub of mint chocolate chip ice
cream in the other.
He said he was on a mission
for a friend - sent to bring me the
affection that he was too far
away to give me. I' ve only
known Andy for a short while,
and even though I rarely get the
chance to see him, I know his
friendship is one of the most
valuable I've ever had.
As I took the gift. half shocked
and half amazed this person
would drive two hours to deliver ice cream to someone he had
never met, 1 think I learned the

meaning of friendship.
Friendship is not measured in
hours or weeks. The .1mount of
time you spend with someone is
secondary to the quality of the
time you have together. Friend·
ship is really measured in laugh·
ter and smiles. It's a piece of all
your hope and dreams. It's your
comfort through pain and
heartache. And it's eaten as mint
chocolate chip ice cream.

to a great person as dogs barking
in the night to a passing train:
dogs bark, train rolls on." To
Willis our campus politics are
"contentious ... because the issues
are so small." Finally. Willis said
"the faculty of a universitY is 't he
university, an actuality Alexander recognizes and supports."
How does one respond to
Willis' comments?
To say he is a sycophant or that
he is some kind of "space cadet,"
would be too discourteous and
downright distasteful (not to say
mean). To say Willis is disingen·
uous and virtually unique in suggesting Alexander belongs in the
company of Gandhi, King, FDR
and Churchill as one of the great
leaders of the 20th century is an
obvious and even gratuitous
observation.
To say nobody cares about
campus politics or facultyadministration confrontations is
to remark that MSU matters little
to the students, the Murray com-

munity, the region or the commonwealth of Kentucky. To s_a y
Alexander recognizes the faculty
are the University and he sup·
ports the faculty in their many
endeavors is to ignore the series
of crises of the last two years health care, low sal,uies, attacks
on shared governance, attempts
to increase the student-faculty
teaching ratio, disregard for the
"Faculty Handbook," publication
of student evaluations of faculty
on the SGA website without consulting with the faculty - and a
host of other issues.
It seems Willis is part of that
minority of faculty, between 12
and 15 percent, according to the
December faculty evaluation of
Alexander, who support the
president in his endeavor to run
this University without asking
for nor taking seriously faculty
opinion.
Perhaps Willis ought to practice his barking techniques, for
the faculty train is pulling out of

the station and we expect to roll
on through the night despite the
occasional howl of "vacuous
faultfinders."

My View

lAURA DEATON

"I THINK I
LEARNED THE
MEANING OF ;

Laura Deaton is the photvgmpl1y
editor for "Tile Murray State

FRIENDSHIP."

News."

•Your Views

Jennifer Sac harnoski
Editor-in-Chief

us smile and forget our worries,
just for a little while.
. That moment took place in the
newsroom Wednesday night.
I'll treasure that small moment
for a long time, with all the grins,
laughter and interesting conversation. Those short minutes
meant a lot to me, but it was the
way the ice cream came to me
that I will a lways remember.
It came through a messengersomeone I'd never met - who
showed up at my door when I
was stressed, tired and feeling
overwhelmed by all I had to do.
He said his name was Ben, and

In last week's "The Murray
State News," Professor James
Willis of the College of Education
wrote an opinion essay in which
he said the MSU faculty have a
"never-ending obsession with
our presidents" and our dis·
agreements with the president
are "not taken seriously by any·
one but us."
Willis goes on to note K~rn
Alexander belongs in the elite
few of the 20th century - Winston
Churchill, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Martin Luther King and
Mohandas Gandhi - as another
of the great leaders of the centu·
ry.
Willis said, as with all great
leaders, the detractors have virtu·
ally no impact, for they are like
"vacuous faultfinders (who) are

Terry Strieter
MACE Chair
Professor of History

Reader believes
cartoon was distasteful
To the Editor:
Clean up your newsp.1per. The
cartoon on page 5 of the Ft.?b. 4
paper titled "If the snnw had come
..." was in extreml'ly poor taste
and indicative of a much lower
class of publications tl1.1n "'The
Murray State News" has been in
the past.
As an MSU alumnus, I am very
disappointed.
Dale B. Arnold
Class of 1986

Write to us
''The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be
signed.
Contributors
should include
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Valentine's Day has conspiracy theory
Oh yes, Valentine's Day. The
birds are singing, the sun is shining and couples are frolicking to
and fro throughout campus, holding hands and gazing into each
other's eyes.
Tt makes you want to stick an
M-80 up their butts and light it.
For me, Valentine's Day has
always been tedious. Even in elementary school when my fellow
classmates and I would fill out
those little cardboard valentines
and make shoe box containers
decorated with little paper hearts,
I just didn't care for it.

It seemed to me writing everyone in class a Valentine's card
with She-R~ on the front saying
some sappy phrase was degrading the concept of love. That's
exactly what Valentine's Day
does, degrade the concept of love.
Setting aside a certain day to
appreciate the one you love is like
your mother making you wash
your hands before dinner. You
should just love that person and
go ahead and do those little things
without having to be told. Can't
you picture guys going, "Oops,
it's the 14th! I better go to Wal-

Mart and get some cheap flowers
and some silky underwear on
clearance so my girlfriend isn't
mad at me."
My own co~piracy theory on
V-day is it was a group invention
by candy makers, card companies
and toy companies to find another sentimental way to steal our
money. When you look at it, it
really is oriented toward women.
Like men really care about pink
hearts, half-naked cherubs shooting arrows and heart candy that
says "Be Mine."
I do think the men got into it,
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I felt like I was encased in my own abyss
and had become detached from the outside
world last week. So I went for a walk.
Sure, I only walked from "The Murray
State News" office to the Curris Center, but
it was a nice walk. I saw fortresses of years
gone by, like the Fine Arts Building and
Waterfield Library, relics I visited in my
seminal years as a college student. Then I
saw the Blackburn Science Building, a
fortress with which I am not familiar.
The walk gave me opportunities to see
scenes l have not looked at in a long time.
The walk took me into uncharted waters.
The walk made me realize how much I
missed the outside world.
Sure, I am familiar with the outside
world. I buy a newspaper nearly every day.
I watch the news most of the time. When I
get on the Internet,· I go to Yahoo to see
what the world's headlines are.
But the news is only material to me. Last
Friday afternoon when .I took the walk,
there was not the hustle and bustle of campus activities I usually see Monday through
Thursday. But then again, I only see the
hustle and bustle from a distance. You see,
my schedule only carries me from Wilson
Hall to the Business Building and back.
In the four years I have been here at Murray State (I'm going to tag another year on
for good measure), I lost touch with the
outside world. I became trapped here, "The
Murray State News" office. Sure, it has
been fun, but I have only made friends with
the people who work here.
A couple of years ago, I basically lived
here. My grades suffered. 1 became a prisoner of these walls on the first floor of Wilson Hall. I existed in a world of four walls
and two eyes, those eyes being the pair of
doors in the rear of the newsroom office. So
last year I took a year off and regrouped.
It was intended to be a year off, where I
commuted from my home in Paducah three

Alternatives for Valentine's Day endless
In My
Opinion

LOREE STARK
"I'M NOT A
BITIER WOMAN
ANYMORE.,
ALTHOUGH I'M
STILL GOING TO
ENJOY A NICE,
BIG JUICY STEAK
THIS YEAR."

If people really want to have a
holiday to celebrate love, why
don't we have other holidays
rejoicing on other aspects of our
lives? I have compiled a list of
good contenders for even more
excuses for holidays: Happy
Who-the-hell-did-1 wake-up-nextto Day, Happy Hangover Day,
Happy Steak Day and my personal favorite, Happy sit-on-yourass-and-do-nothing Day.

In My
Opinion

KRISTA
MATHENY

" FoR
Krista Matheny is n staff writer for
"The Murray Stnte Nt•ws."

ME,

VALENTINE'S
DAY HAS
ALWAYS BEEN
TEDIOUS."

Leisurely stroll gives
student new outlook on life
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not only to appease their girlfriends, but to have another
excuse to bump uglys. They don't
even want to buy all that lingerie,
but again it makes their significant other satisfied.
There really is no point in having a special day dedicated to
love. fsn't that what birthdays,
anniversaries or even weekends
are for? If people want an excuse
to have sex, just call your partner
up and say "Hey, it's Wednesday
night and I'm bored. Let's have
sex." Isn't honesty always the best
medicine?

For the last few days 1 have undergone
the ultimate in sibling harassment from my
brother, Greg, our friendly neighborhood
Viewpoint editor.
"So Loree, why don't you write a column
for me this week?" I recall him asking deviously, using our blood relationship as his
personal Trump card to con me into doing
favors for him.
"Sure, Greg, why not?" I replied that day,
in my usual unknowing Little sister
demeanor. Why, surely it can't be too hard
for me to spit out a couple of hundred
words about Valentine's Day, 1 vaguely
remember thinking.
I know 1 haven't spent that much time on
this earth, but back in the day I was a hard,
mean, bitter woman. In fact, a couple of
years ago, I simply decided to slash the day
from my calendar and replace it with a
new, more practical holiday: Steak Day.
Don' t ask because I'm not going to go
into it too much. Steak Day is simply the
celebration of the cow and basically just eating a whole bunch of red meat on Feb. 14.
Forging ahead: I am now presented with
a dilemma. I'm not a bitter woman anymore, although I'm still going to enjoy a
nice, big juicy steak this year. But (dare I say
it?) I may not completely discard the idea of
Valentine's Day this year. In fact, (enter
dramatic musical cues here) I may take it
for what it is.
· I was brought up in a small town where
the rules of dating were comparable to the
Ten Commandments. Sadly, I bought into
it. Like many people my age, I felt I needed
to have someone else to function. Because
of this dependency I went through high
school never being fully satisfied with my
relationships with other people: boyfriends,

friends and otherwise.
When I realized this about myseU, I realized some other things also. I've read
books, surveys and studies about love and
relationships.
Some people spend every day of their
lives searching for ~hat "special someone''
to complete them. They read books, rent
movies and write to advice columnists in
search of answers as to how to attain this
"perfect love."
How can we honestly expect people who
don't know us, our past or our situations to
tell us how to live our lives? I've read many
books and essays that lay out a strict outline
for dating and falling in love. I think it is
foolish to assume love is any less of a mystery to these so-called experts than it is to a
freshman in college.
How can you put a time frame on falling
in love when you don't know the people
involved or their circumstances? Sure, it
takes some people two years to know that
they love someone, but it may take someone else 10 minutes to recognize that potential.
No matter how rational, practical and
level-headed people might be, it doesn't
mean they are going be any less shocked,
scared and undeniably enthralled when
they first encounter the mystery of love.
This column is dedicated to my brother
because he had to kick me in the you-knowwhat to write it and to a certain someone
who once said he never liked the conventional"bought at Wal-Mart" type of cards. I
hope this is good enough. Happy Valentine's (Steak) Day.

Loree Stark is a staff writer for "The Murray
State News."

days a week and worked at "The News"
part time as a staff writer. Last spring, 1
found myseU getting more involved with
the paper again, so I decided to move back
up here and work full time.
Everyone has an addiction. It could be
anything, ranging from drugs to alcohol to
Diet Coke. My addiction was the job. And it
still is to a certain extent, and now I'm trying to break the habit.
And the walk was a good place to start.
At the conclusion of my walk, I stopped
in the Curris Center to play some pool. Billiards is a game with which I am not familiar. I know the rules, but simply put, well, I
suck.
I just played some pool by myself, until a
fellow came by and decided he wanted to
give me some competition. And so we
played three games of pool together and
we talked. I actually got to know someone.
I realized how much I missed the outside
world.
On Saturday I decided to see another part
of the outside world that I had missed.
Back in my younger days, I was a pretty
good bOwler. But many day~ have passed
since 1 slipped on th~ old shoes and rolled
the urethane sphere. After I finished
kegling Saturday, I realized how much I
had missed the game. And the game had
not passed me by.
It's too late for New Year's resolutions,
but ['m going to try to walk more. I'm
going to try to bowl more. The last game I
bowled Saturday night was a 217, so I figure I can still be successful at the game I
used to love. U I walk and bowl more, I
think I can become a better person and
more relaxed.
And perhaps I can find the outside world
again.

In My
Opinion

GREG STARK
" T HE WALK
MADE ME
REALIZE HOW
MUCH

I

MISSED ,

THE OUTSIDE
WORLD."

Greg Stark is the viewpoint editor of"Tize
Murray State News."

Campus socialization
needs improvement
My quiet, humdrum afternoon was
interrupted when fellow staffer Krista
Matheny burst in the side door.
"Hey, there's a band playing outside. Wanna go find them?"
I stared at her for a moment, flabbergasted. A band? Outside? True the
February day was the warmest thing I
had seen in a long time, but an actual
live band? On Murray's campus?
Outside the newsroom door and up
15th Street we followed the sounds
like the children who followed the
Pied Piper of Hamlin. We were frolicking through the street (Okay, not really frolicking, but walking with a
lighter step than the usual "to class"
trudge) on a quest to quench our thirst
for the sound of thumping bass.
Our quest led us to the end of the
block, to the comer of 15th and Olive.
Soul Belly, a band of MSU students,
was playing on the front porch. While
a sign in front of the restaurant said
Soul Belly would make a 4 p.m.
appearance there, I had not heard anything about it and it was a nice surprise.
The sun was shining, people were
smiling and there was decent music,
something I don't see around here
very often.
Why aren't there more surprises like
this on campus? We have a large
Quad, and no one uses it. It sits, empty

between classes, an ample but forlorn
stretch of land waiting for someone to
pick daisies or decorate the Rainey T.
Wells statue.
The campus seems so segregated.
While there are about 9,000 students
on campus, there seems to be a Tack of
socialization.
People who want to be social must
commit themselves to Greek life, student government or a sport. Very few
events on campus exist in which people can interact with others involved
in different organizations.
The residential colleges may add to
the problem. While I'm not totally condemning the residential college system, there seems to be a slight loss of
campus unity between the colleges.
Springer /Franklin is the only college
I've seen that puts effort into unifying
buildings.
I'm not asking for the entire faculty,
staff and student body to bond togeth·
er in the Quad around a giant bonfire
and sing "Kum Bah Yah" while Uni·
versity President Kern Alexander
leads us in tribal chants. I'm asking for
a little more action and a few more surprises in the Quad that don't involve
dogdoo.

Melissa Stoneberger is the assistant
college life editor for "Tite Murray State
Netvs."

In My
Opinion

MELISSA
STONEBERGER
"I'M ASKING
FOR A UTILE
MORE ACTION
AND A FEW
MORE SURPRISES
IN THE QUAD
THAT DON'T
INVOLVE DOG
DOO. u
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Free services help keep rentals safe
THE MURRAY
FIRE
DEPARTMENT
AND
MURRAY
ELECTRIC ARE
HELPING
RENTERS TO
SAFEGUARD
THEIR HOMES
AND MAKE
THEM MORE
ENERGY
EFFICIENT.

BY J OHN

K.

M OORE

CoNTRIBUTING WRITER

Many students are already
anticipating graduation, summer
internships and vacations.
Students who plan on spending
the summer away from home will
search for an apartment or house.
When renting property around
Murray and in most other areas,
several free services are offered
before the lease is signed to help
ensure safe, affordable and livable
apartments or houses.
Building code violations can
affect personal safety, ~omfort
anq utility bills.
"We'll do a safety check on a·ny
rental property at the student's
request, even before they sign a
lease," Murray Fire Marshall
Artie Haneline said. "A lot of
older apartments and homes are
very safe, but they weren't
designed to puU the amps
required today by stereos, TVs
and computers.
"The wiring in the homes is
safe, it just isn't adequate for what
some things demand," he said.
When renting a place to live,
students should look for <lt least
one smoke detector. On May 27,
1999, the Murray City Council
unanimously passed a smoke
detector ordinance.

"We attempted to pass this several years ago, but were more
aggressive about it by requiring a
hard-wired unit," Murray City
Administrator Don Elias said.
"We felt this ordinance was necessary because of property loss and
the loss of life in the community."
The landlord and tenant split
the responsibility for smoke
detectors. EHas said the landlord
is required to furnish a smoke
detector in each bedroom or in the
haJlway, in keeping with Nntional
Fire Protection Association standards.
"After the tenant rents for one
month or more, it is the responsibility of the tenant to maintain the
detector," he said.
The Murray Fire Department
will provide safety che~ks at the
landlord's or tenant's request.
"We trv to educate as much as
possible ln the community but we'
cannot just knock on the door of
some rental property at random
because of privacy issues," Haneline said. ''However, if the tenant
or landlord asks us to check something, we'll gladly do it."
Another problem is keeping the
utility bill low. Most older rental
propertk•s aren't well insulated,
which le,1ds to a higher electric
bill. Another free service a tenant
can ask for is an electric usage history. In Murray, a student will
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FIRE SAFETY CHECKLIST

need to ask the apartment o r
rental property owner to obtain
the information from Murray
Electric System.
"Murray Electric System will
only give past history of electric
usage to property owners,"
George Ligon, an engineer for
Murray Electric System, said.
"The student will then have to get
the information from the property
owner."

- Keep ashtrays :May from
upholstered furniture and cUI'tains.

Electrical Wiring
- Replace wiring if1ts lraye : r : r
-Always anenofo bumlngci~ettes.

Wall heaters, space heaters and
window air conditioners contribute to higher electric bills.

- Keep covers over electr

• 301tems •
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O

- Plug heaters directly into wall
socket, not into eX1ension cords.

j

.. Practice the plan every six months.
~t<~ ~ncy numbers handy.

- Identify an outside meeting place
and never retum to a burning building.

Robert Pieroni/Tile News

er's policy covers what you have
at school, on or off campus, purchasing renter's insurance provides an extra guarantee if something happens," Skip Meyers of
Farmer's Insurance said. "Policy
prices vary depending on building construction and age, but

none are really outrageously
priced."
Said Meyers: "Probably the
most extreme example I've got is
a 30-year-old, 2,000-square foot
wood home that several students
are renting and their policy runs
less than $250 a year."
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Home Escape Plan
- Have an escape plan and make

"For rental units that have central he.1t and air, the best thing to
do is turn it down when you
aren't at home," he said. "Just a
few degrees either way can save
several dollars on a bill, which
will add up over time."

759·2348
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• Do not place wiring under ugs.

"If you've got wall heaters in
your apartment or house, the best
thing to do is only use them when
you arc in the room," Dale Hughes, customer service representative for Murray Electric System,
said. "Many times people will
also run space heaters and wall
units at the same time, which only
drives up the electric bill. That's
the most expensive means of heating.
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Fraternities alter GPA law
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

jASON PITTMAN
IFC Vice President

"WE'RE JUST
LOOKING FOR A
GOOD CORE OF
IDEAS OF WHY
ENROLLMENTS
ARE DOWN AND
WHAT WE CAN
DO ABOUT IT."

The Interfraternity Council voted Tuesday to lower
Hs GPA requirement to 2.0
for this semester.
The vote passed by twothirds majority and will
allow fraternities to accept
two members who meet the
new requirement.
Changing the GPA limit
required an amendment to
the constitution, which pre·
viously set the standard at
2.25.
"This (vote) shows that
the council can work
together for the positive
benefit of each fraternity,"
IFC Social Chair Jason
Rouse said.
IFC Vice President Jason
Pittman belongs to Sigma
Phi Epsilon, ""hich decided
to accept two members
below the former cutoff
GPA.
He said the change will
allow more students to take
advantage of fraternity
membership and its benefits. For example, part of
the amendment stated the
two new members are
required to study four
hours each week, which
would increase the members' CPA.

"Now that they are in a
fraternity, they have brothers that have been through
the hard classes," Pittman
said.
Fraternity growth will go
beyond two members,
Pittm.1n said, as they will
be ;:~ble to attract future
recruits.
"It will be a domino
effect," he said.
Some IFC members aren't
convinced lowering the
GPA requirement is the
solution to increase fraternity membership.
Rush Chair Kip Roberts
said not all fraternities on
campu~ have experienced
low numbers this semester.
"The ones that are behind
this amendment are the
ones that arc suffering from
a drastic decline in numbers, and those are the ones
that need to look within
their own organization,"
Roberts said. "At some
point in time, we have to
find why the numbers are
going down. We can't just
keep lowering our standards every time we ha\'t' a
dip in numbers."
Pittman said the IFC is
not simply depending on
the new requirement to
bring up numbers. A com·

mittee will investigate the
causes of low Rush turnout
and come up with ideas to
make it better.
The improvements to
Rush may require amendments to the constitution,
which is being rewritten to
eliminate vague wording
and loopholes.
Pittman said committee
members will contact
national fraternity organizations and research Rush
methods employed at other
campuses to come up with
a solution.
"We're just looking for a
good core of ideas of why
enrollments are down and
what we can do about it,"
Pittman said.
The national standards
set by Sigma Phi Epsilon do
not limit the Rush event to
one week, Pittman said.
The national standards
allow fraternities to recruit
new members throughout
the ye.u. Pittman said he
would favor extending the
Rush period.
"We're members of our
main chapter before we are
members of the IFC," he
said. "We don't do yearround
(recruitment)
because lFC says we can't."
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Winter weather woes continue
as hospitals fill with flu patients
BY LISA W HEAT
STAFF WRifER

Winter may not be the season for mosquitoes
and gnats, but there is one bug that refuses to
leave town this time of year: the flu bug.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital reported
at peak times this season the number of
influenza patients treated in the emergency
room was up 25 percent from last year.
Flu cases at Murray State, however, have not
reflected the hospital's trend. Health educator
and staff nurse Judy Lyle said she expected
more students to catch the sickness after
returning from Winter Break, but so far cases
have been minimal.
''(Students are) in dose cont<tct with each
other," Lyle said. "They're cnughing and
sneezing and that's how germs and viruses
spread, so I do expect our numbers to start
picking up a little bit.''
The flu season typically extends from late
December through early March, Lyle said. The
cold weather typical of that time of year puts
the body under stress, affecting the immune
system.
Murray-Callaway County Hospital has treated about 20 influenza, 32 pneumonia and six
bronchitis patients since Christmas last year.
When it goes untreated, the flu often evolves
into pneumonia and bronchitis, hospital public
relations specialist Craig Arnold said.
Last month, records were set in the hospital
emergency department for the number of flu
patients treated. Arnold said because many
doctor's offices were dosed during the holidays, patients might have bypassed their
physicians, going straight to the emergency

room.
"Flu generally means you're going to go to
the doctor, get some medicine and they will
tell you to come back if it gets worse," Arnold
said.
The key to not turning a doctor's visit into a
hospital stay is to get treatment as soon as
sym'ptoms occur. Medications are available to
lessen the effects of flu, but most are only effective if they are taken within the first 48 hours
the symptoms appear.
"The longer you delay, the more likely you
will experience side effects, so act early,"
Arnold said.
While Murray State students so far seem to
have escaped the worst of the epidemic, children and senior cit!zens have not b~n so
lucky. Arnold said the flu has spread through
grade schools since kids ha\'e been back from
Christmas break. The hospital has treateJ
more children during January than in December.
"The flu is certainly not going away,"
Arnold said. "While our doctors are seeing
many influenza cases, the shift since December
has moved to people in school."
Although Murray-Callaway County Hospital has treated more flu patients this year than
in years past, many beds are still available for
incoming patients. Arnold said the hospital
was at 64 percent capacity in the beginning of
February, and it is prepared to treat more if
necessary.
Said Arnold: "We don't want to think that
the worst is still ahead of us, but we're prepared for that."
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Committee determines $800 cost
in implementing 'laptop campus'
BY BRANDl WIUIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The News

So If'S /ike fhis ••• : Amanda Draper, junior from St. Louis. and Ashley Peak. senior
from Henderson, relax between class In front of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

(I

The idea of a "laptop campus" may not be too
far in the future.
"I think this would be a great advantage if the
students could take care of the computers," Carrie Cloyd, senior from Louisville, said. "They
would have to put the trust in the students."
Although still in the discussion stage, the 1Tech subcommittee's investigation of a laptop
campus initiative at Murray State is getting closer to answering all the questions that have surfaced since the idea was proposed last semester.
The committee determined implementing this
new system would bring an $800 increase in student fees. This covers the cost of the initial computers as well as upgrades every two years. Students will be able keep the computers after they
graduate.
However, this fee will only be added to students who receive laptops.
"We don't want to cap an $800 fee on a student
already here," Chief Information Officer Don
Olson said.
Olson said part of the
fee will include the

$80?

support of a maintenance staff, which will be
available until at least 10 p.m.
"If we could not fix the laptop within an hour,
we'd give you a loaner," Olson said.
The committee feels the most effective way to
. implement this system is to start with a class of
incoming freshmen.
Olson said after speaking to several schools
who have installed this plan he believes this new
system would be advantageous because it would
create better communication from students and
faculty.
"In general, at most places when implemented,
50 percent were for and 50 percent were
against," Olson said. "However, there have been
increased enrollment and retention at the schools
that have implemented this system."
Another option discussed is the idea of requiring incoming students to buy a computer that is
equipped with certain software.
Before any of these ideas can be put into place,
there must be final approval.
Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson said anything that affects student fees has to
be approved by the Board of Regents.
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Valentine's Day hard
for single students
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Love is in the air.
Valentine's Day is typically celebrated by couples giving their significant other candy, cards and
gifts. Cupid is stalking possible
couples with his bow and arrow,
poised for the inevitable shot to
the heart.
However, this day can leave single people with a bad taste in their
mouths.
Single women and men can find
the holiday difficult to cope with
when they don't have a valentine,
but they keep some hope alive.
"I'll probably just sit around,
wallow in my singleness and think
of the romantic things I'll do for
the first girl who shows some
interest," Ryan Scott, freshman
from Santa Claus, Ind., said.
Some students said the holiday
serves as a reminder they have no
one close to them. This sometimes
leads to resentment.
"Valentine's Day depresses me,"
Steve Adams, freshman from
Salem, Ill., said.
While some students prefer to

spend Valentine's Day alone, others want to make their own fun.
They don't need a partner to
spend the day with, just their
friends.
Senior Lindsay Tuggle of Mayfield is having anti-Valentine's
Day festivities.
"Valentine's Day was invented
by greeting card companies to
make single people feel bad," Tuggle said. "I'm celebrating a love for
myself. We're going to decorate
the house with broken hearts on
construction paper and serve broken heart cookies. It will be a good
time."
Jennifer Utley, senior from Henderson, shares Tuggle's opinion.
She is part of a growing group of
people who are proud to be single.
"I'm getting together with a
group of girls," Utley said. "We
are celebrating fun and each other.
The main focus is we don't need
cards, flowers and candy from
guys to know we're special."
Whether it's spending the night
alone watching television or having a good time with friends, the
singles of Murray State are going
to get through Valentine's Day.

•

Photo by laura Deaton /graphic by Robert Pieroni
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'Kissing disease' not a problem for many couples on Valentine's
BY PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The " kissing disease" is among us, but there is
little chance of it spoiling Valentine's Day this
year.
Mononucleosis, commonly known only as
"mono" or the "kissing disease," is an illness
caused by the Epstein-Barr virus. The virus first
infects the mucus membranes of the nose, mouth,
and throat. In women, the virus may also infect the
cells lining the vagina.
According to a brochure from the American College Health Association it is possible to be infected
with the virus and not even know it.
The symptoms of mono, when present, may be
very mild.The classic symptoms include swollen
lymph glands, sore throat, fever and fatigue. Other

symptoms may include headache, poor appetite,
muscle aches, nausea and skin rash.
In a small percentage of people, mono can cause
serious complications such as strep throat, mono
hepatitis and rupturing of the spleen. Strep throat
can be treated with antibiotics while mono hepatitis may require hospitalization for treatment. Rupturing of the spleen can be fatal, but, statistically
occurs in only two of every 1,000 people who have
mono according to the ACHA.
Mono is usually spread through intimate contact
such as kissing and other sexual activity.
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff nurse for
Murray State Health Services, said it takes a Large
fluid transfer for one to be placed at risk for contracting mono.
"It is not easily transmitted," Lyle said.
Lyle said not many mono cases have been

reported on campus, but some times of year have
more reported cases than other times.
"We see more cases around stress times," Lyle
said.
One can help prevent the onset of mono, however.
"You want to keep your immune system
healthy," Lyle said.
This includes getting plenty of rest and eating a
healthy diet, as well as avoiding intimate contact
with someone who may be infected.
If one does contract mono, the symptoms can be
treated. The treatment is very similar to that of a
common cold or flu.
Since mononucleosis is a viral condition, one
can't take antibiotics to get rid of it. Treatment
includes getting plenty of rest, eating healthy
foods, drinking lots of fluids, refraining from

drinking alcohol, taking acetaminophen for paln,
gargling salt water to relieve the sore throat and
avoiding strenuous activities such as sports ~d
exercise.
Recovery time varies from case to case.
The reported ACHA that about one-third of cot.lege students with mono do not have to stay in bed
because their case is so mild.
Those who must stay in bed are usually up and
around in about two weeks.
While a routine mono test is not available at
Health Services because of the high cost of the test·
ing procedure and the rarity of actual cases reported on campus, you can get tested if the symptoms
are present.
For more information about mononucleosist
phone Health Services at 762-3809 or visit the
office in Wells Hall.

Couple discovers it is never too late to fall in love
WHEN HE
KISSED ME,
THOUGHT,
'OH, MAN
- YOU'VE
HAD ITI Ill

SARA JACKSON SAID.

-

BY LISA WHEAT

I

STAFF WRITER

Many think that if they don't find love before the age of 30
or 40, they will be doomed as an old maid or bachelor for life.
But what are the chances of someone over 80 falling in love
and getting married?
While some may say the odds aren't great, a local elderly
couple recently found love and companionship they wiU cherish for the rest of their lives.
Before last summer, Charlie Billington was a lonely man
approaching 90. Married in 1930, he spent 40 happy years with
his wife, Bonnie, and together they raised a son. Charlie found
that loye could not last his lifetime, as Bonnie reached Heaven
before him more than 30 years ago. Since that time, Charlie has
out-lived a second wife and his son.
A well-known citizen, Charlie was once active in his community and church, where he taught a Sunday school class.
Members of the church still recognize him and offer a smile
when he enters the door Sunday morning, but Charlie's failing
hearing hardly makes the trip to church worth the effort.
Charlie's grandchildren and great-grandchildren, as well as
great-great grandchildren think the world of him. They call
often and occasionally make the trip from other parts of the
country to visit their granddad.
But the visits never lasted long, and the old man was left alone
once again, with his dog, Spot. The Chihuahua-mix loafs
around at the old man's feet and silently begs for scraps while
Charlie eats his dinner.
Sarah Jackson, 81, has her share of fond memories. She

Lisa Wheat The News

C harlie and Sarah Billington fo und eacb other In their 80s
a nd proved that love can happen any time.
spent years as a model for a clothing store and later operated
her own bridal shop. Sarah lived 17 years with her first husband and the father of her children. After his death, she married again, but experienced the same fate as Charlie, when her

•

second husband died in 1993.
Sarah moved to Murray from Florida, where she met Charo
lie. Sarah's landlord was a good friend of Charlie and told him
about her.
Charlie paid a visit to Sarah and the two hit it off from the
start. The visit was followed by another and Charlie brought
boxes of candy and flowers to woo her affection.
lt wasn't the gifts, however, that attracted Sarah to her
sweetheart- it was his character...
"He was a very respectable gentleman," she said.
And his kisses.
"When he kissed me, I thought, 'Oh, man- you've had it;' •
Sara said with a smile.
The two were married last June and have put meaning aild
companionship into each other's lives. When asked about the
decision to wed at their age, Charlie and Sarah echoed similar
sentiments.
"Because I loved him, and I wanted a friend and a companion, and he qualified for it," Sarah said.
Charlie also felt this way.
"I was mighty lonesome sitting around here by myself,"
Charlie said. "She pulled me in- hook, line and sinker."
Last summer when I heard my great-granddaddy was get·
ting married, I was elated for him. If nothing else, their relationship reminds me that it is never too late to find the love of
a lifetime.
This I know as I watch Sarah gaze sweetly into my greatgranddaddy's eyes, as she often does, and say, "I love you."
And as he replies, '1 Jeve you too, Sugar."
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Women's organization works to help students with eating disorders
BY TARA SHELBY
C OLLEGE l.JFE EDITOR

Twenty-four
percent
of
women and 17 percent of men
say they would sacrifice more
than three years of their lives to
be the weight they want.
Murray State students are no
exception, Director of the Women's Center Jane Etheridge said.
In a screening done last year,
14 percent of the female participants s howed signs of an eating
disorder. Etheridge said she
hopes to change that during
National
Eating
Disorders
Awareness Week, which begins

Friday and continues through
Feb. 18.
"We hope to engage people in
healthy fun and also educate
them," Etheridge said.
The festivities begin today in
the Curris Center with the
"Great Jeans Exchange." The
event a llows students to
exchange jeans that do not fit
anymore for vouchers. They can
return Wednesday between 1:30
and 4:30 p.m. and trade in the
voucher for a pair of jeans that
do fit. Vouchers will be available
until Wednesday in the Curris
Center and the Women's Center.
" Everyone has that pair of old

jeans in the closet that doesn' t fit
and makes them feel bad," l indsay Tuggle, senior intern at the
Women's Center said. "11us way
they can get a pair of jean s that
do fit."
The " Love Your Body Fair"
will be in the Curris Center Ballroom from 11 a.m . to 4 p.m.
Monday.
"We chose to have it on Valentine's Day because some people
don't have someone special to
spend it w ith," Etheridge said.
"This will give them someplace
to go with a healthy atmosphere."
The fa ir will include 35 booths

with activities ::.uch as free mnssages, cardio kickboxing, a scale
of fortunt:? and a special booth
called "A Room With A View."
"A Room With A View" is four
separate rooms called rmages,
Distortion, Despair and I iope.
Each room is the bedroom of a
person with an eatin~ disorder.
Each shows a different stage of
the disease. The last room will
show that the person is b~Ucr
"Tt will give hope to someone
who relates to these scenes," Jennifer Utley, Health Educntion
Advocate Team coordinator,
said.
"Thinness: At What Cost?"

will feature Chris Holle, profe!>sor of psychology; Faye Austin,
nurse practitioner; Judy Higdon,
mother of twin daughters with
an eating disorder; Rita Hille,
clinical
dietitian;
Patricia
Maxwell, graduate student; and
Etheridge in a panel discussion.
It wi ll begin at 7:30p.m. Tuesday
in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
Graeme Rdd, curator of the
Lafayette Museum of Art: will
present a slide show titled
" Anesthetics of Beauty: The
Actual \ 'S . the Abstract" 7:30
p .m . Wednesday at the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology. Its purpose Lc; to show huw

society's idea of beauty has
ch;mged over the years and what
wumen did to meet this idea.
The YMCA is s ponsoring " The
Cel~bmtion Walk: Dare To Be
Aware" at Racer Arena at 3:30
p .m. Thursd.1y.
Shannon Hensley, intern at the
Women's Centl'r, has set up displays in the cnnununity and on
campus to provide eating disorder information. Shl.! also sent a
package of body acceptance
inform.Hion to frt.'Shmcn living
in the dorms and will provide
Winslow Cafeteria w ith coasters
that s tudents cnn take with
them.

'Pocahontas' musical for children, adults
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

More than 7,500 children from ages 3
to 11 will visit the campus this week for
the theater department's production of
"Pocahontas." This would be the largest
turnout in four years.
For s tudents performers in the show,
there is quite a difference between children's theater and performing a show
geared toward adults.
"Pocahontc1s" Director Lissa L. G raham-Schneider said she helps the cast
prepare for the show.
"I do discuss with them what to
expect from children," G raham-Schneider said . "Children aren't always
polite."
Graham-Schneider said the s hows are
an educational experience for both
actors and audience.

" I stress the importance of how the
actors touch people's lives," GrahamSchneider said. "For some of the children in the a udience, this is their first
play."
Director of Theater David Balthrop
said child rens shows are nice for the
actors as well as the ch ildren because of
the excitement in the audience. He considers them a true barometer of a performance.
"We give this show as much money
and as much time as any other performance," Balthrop said. "We look at this
as growing our own audience."
Balthrop said the department spares no
expense on the show. The costumes are
made from real deerskin, which cost the
department around $1,000.
Heidi Krug, sophomore from Benton,
ill., portrays Pocahontas.
"One of the good things about this
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sh ow is the contact you get with the
child ren on a personal level," she said.
" It means a lot for me to let them see
Pocahontas as a role model children can
relate to."
This children 's p roduction is the
heroic tale of a 13-year-old Native
American girl named Pocahont.ts. Eng·
Iishman John Smith comes to her tribe
for food to help the colonies survive the
winter. Chief Powhatan, Pocahontas'
father, denies them help, but Pocahontas feels p ity for the English, and gives
them food against the wishes of her
father.
Since Pocahontas is the chief's
favorite daughter, she is able to gain the
English approval from her tribe and
save the life of John Smith.
Krug said that the relationship
between Pocahontas and Smith is purely a friendship, unlike the story told by

Ryan Brook!JThe Niws

Heidi Krug, sophomore from Benton, Ill., prepares for her roll as Pocahontas.
Pcrformanct>s begin Wednesday and r un th rough Feb. 19.
the Di~ncy mo\'ie.
"This show has a great experience for
me,"Krug said. "It's refreshing to be
with a cast who wanted to work so hard
for a common goal."
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Ralph Woods Memorial Award
E stablished to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership
to the University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 1999 or May 2000 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change (can accomplish goals
and is of service to students and faculty).
4. Grade-point average is of no consideration.

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities.
Three letters of recommendation (from peers, instructors,
whome ver you like) validating the nominee's leadership capabilities
must accompany the application. Applications must be
submitted by noon, Friday, March 3.

Fall Orientation
Leaders Needed
Re member h ow h elpful your Fall 0 leader was?
Come be a part of this exciting program.
Requirements:
Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2000 semester
Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA
Must have excellent communication skills
Applications are available in the School Relations Office and in the
Student Government Association Office

Application Deadline: February 25
Must be turned in to School Relations
And then sign up for an interview time
Interview s will be conducted in the School Relations Office on
March 6, 8, and 9
Questions??? Call Paul Naberezny at 762-6860
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SGA sponsors carpooling program
BY Scon GIBSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Student Government
Association has a program to
help alleviate Murray State's
infamous commuter parking
problems.
SGA sponsors Racer Riders, <1
service that allows commuters to
carpool to and from school. Students, faculty and staff are eligible for this service.
The goal of the Racer Riders
program is to reduce traffic and
increase the avai lability of parking spaces. Carpooling also
reduces gas usage and wear and
tear on vehicles.

(Top) Tim Brendel, senior from Owensboro, works on
his design in the woodshop.
•' (Right) Jeremy Cavert, senior from Louisville, puts
the finishing touches on his project. The show begins
' · '' Saturday in the Eagle Ait Gallery.
Photo!> by Jeremy Edwards/The News

..

Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of
student activities, said the program has not been in effect for
nearly three years because of
lack of interest and advertising.
"We tried to get people to sign
up for this and we did not have
any success," Morgan said.
SGA keeps a filing system
devoted to Racer Riders in its
oftice in the Curris Center. It is
divided into different counties
and cities so students can find
others from their area.
"We had people come down
and would wan t to look at the
box, and we wouldn't have any
cards in it," Morgan said. "[
think it's a wonderful program,

but no one really seemed interested."
Kevin Thomas, sophomore
from Sparta, Ill., said the Racer
Riders program is a good idea.
"You wouldn't have to drive
every day," Thomas said.
"You'd also be able to meet new
people."
Amber Settle, senior from
Hickory, likes the idea "because
it would be beneficial for students who don't have their own
cars or have cars that are in bad
condition."
For more information, phone
jeanie Morgan at 762-6951 or
stop by the SGA office on the
Curris Center first floor.

. Additional spaces may solve commuter parking problems
BY PATRICK

ABANATHY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The future or available parking at Murray State is uncertain
as the number of commuting
students increilses.
The number of commuting
students increased from 5,741 to
6,391 from the spring of 1998 to

the fall of 1999 according to the
Office of Student Affairs and the
Housing Office.
"I have to drive around for 30
minutes to find a parking spot,"
Mandy Huddleston, junior from
'
Kuttawa, .said.
It does not have to be this
way, Vice President of Administrative Services Tom Denton

said. He said there are several
ways to pre\·ent parking problems.
"Coming early for class and
being aware of where all the lots
are" can cut down time spent
cruising for spots, Denton said.
Denton said many students
are only aware of one or two
parking locations, which leads to

students fighting over a few
spaces in a limited area of campus.
Adding parking to the campus
is an ongoing task. Some of the
recent additions include lots
added to Kentucky Street and
College Terrace.
"We're always looking fo r
strategic locations," Denton said.

Sometimes, problems arise
when looking for more land. For
example, there are houses on
many sites which would benefit
the University with parking
space. The University avoids
razing hous('S to extend parking
when· possible.
Many students worry about
the c~t of such an addition rais-

ing their tuition. Ot?nton said a
large part of the fu nds come
from parking fines and parking
tags, which are purchased from
Public Safety.
"Parking is something that's
ever-\!hanging," Denton said.
"We are in good shape when
compared to other universities."

r -------------------,
Nominate

ur favorite teacher for the ..•

I
I

I
I
..
I
For Outstanding Classroom
rmance
I
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOllOWING INFORMATION
I
I, - - - - - - - - - - - , would like to nominate
I
I
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ for the award.
I In what deportment does the faculty member leach?
I
---------~~--.I
I
12. Have you had them in class? If so what class? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
1
I 3. Is he/she readily available for assistance outside of class? ------------ I
I
4. What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would qualify them for this award for
1 out~tonding classroom performance? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
1
I
(No minee must have four years t eaching experience at MSU)
I
I
Phone
I Major
------------- I

,

I

I

Student's Signature

1

Tanning & Storage Aental

fkSU Slu~ttnls
10°/o discount off of all PackaSes.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Hours
Mon. -Thurs. 8 a.m.-1 o P.m.
Fri. &: Sat. 8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

Date

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, MARCH 3, 2000 d'Jl.r
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY
-c:J3i

-------------------I
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812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

r.J

m

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
Enchiladas B.
DARTS plus Shrimp,
Sandwiches.
Valentines Oav Special

COLD BEER

POOL &

Steak and Crableg dinner
Thursday Feb. 17
"S ecial Re uest 11 •
No Minors on Bend Nights

1 3 Milas south of Murray

W~ AND DI~OUR VALENTINft

• TranServe Automatic
Transmission ServiCe
• Flush & Fill Machine
• complete Fluid Change
• Cooling System Service
• Belts & Hoses

507 S. 12th St. • Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T. L. C.
for your car. truck. motor home.

Free Quotes!
104 N. 411'1 Sl.
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MuiYlly, KY 42071
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Murray State rifle wins seventh consecutive OVC title
BY WILLIAM GORDON
STAFf WRITER

Murray State rifle Head Coach Joe
Frerichs said his toughest adjustment
since taking over the team after the
retirement of long-time coach Elvis
Green is coping with the great amount of
paperwork an NCAA coach must do.
But Frerichs and the Racers have filed
away plenty of strong rifle teams in the
post-Green era. Tennessee Tech found
itself in that folder Sunday.
The Racers' aggregate score 6105 at the
OVC Championships in Morehead bested Tech's 6052, followed by the University of Tennessee at Martin, which posted a score of 5949.

The Racers had beaten Tennessee Tech
at the OVC/MARC tournament held at
Murray State and a t Tech's home meet,
but the finish didn't surprise Frerichs.
"Going in we knew w hat we thought
we had to shoot," Frerichs said. "Anything can happen. Anybody can win."
This was the Racers' seventh OVC rifle
title in seven years and the sixth standing alone. Murray State shared the title
with Tennessee Tech in 1996.
Four Racer shooters claimed All-OVC
team membership. Marra Hastings's
score of 1150 w ith 57 bullseycs led the
AU-QVC small bore team. Martin Wheeldon's 1149-54 placed him in second

place in the smallbore.
Crystal Kem and Emily Schefold were
awarded third and fourth, shooting
1144-44 and 1141-52.
Hastings and Wheeldon traded All·
OVC team places in air rifle. Wheeldon
took first place and posted a 388 ahead
of Hastings' second place 386.
Wheeldon was not overly pleased,
though.
"We didn't shoot as well as we are
capable," he said. "We should be able to
put up a better score at the (NCAA) sectiona Is."
Murray State will host the sectionals
this weekend to solve the question of

who will travel to the NCAA Charnpi·
onships hosted by Virginia Military
Institute in Lexington, Va., on March 9 to
11. Otfier titles mean nothing.
"This one match held on this week
will determine who goes to the NCAA,"
Frerichs said. "This tournament will
make us or break us."
The Racers have upped their practice
efforts in preparation for the sectionals.
"We've shot a full course during this
week," Frerichs said. "Today, we'll go
for about three hours."
The Racers haven't missed an NCAA
Championship yet.
"West Virginia and Xavier will be our

toughest competition besides Alaska,"
Wheeldon said. "West Virginia and
Murray St.1te have the only teams in the
nation to go to every NCAA Championship."
Murray State will travel to West Virgini.l on Ft•b. 19 for a dual m<ttch, which
Wheeldon said is usually a good wam1
up for the NCAA tourn,lOtent.
Frerichs s.1id ilS time draws closer to
the Racers' NCAA outings, he realizes
then~'s not much more that can be done
to prepare.
"You can beat it into their heads that
they want to win," Frerichs said. "You
need to get there and let them do their

Racers.trash TSU Tigers,
avenge previous
loss
by
17
.
Murray State 82
Tenn. State 65
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 16-7 (9·3
OVC), TENNESSEE
TECH 5·17 (4·8

OVC)
KEY PlAYERS:
RAY CUNN INGHAM,

20PTS(7-12), 16
REBOUNDS (CAREER
HIGH)
AUBREY REESE, 23
PTS , 10 ASSISTS, 9
REBOUNDS
COMMENTS:
NTOWNS, PAGE, SHU·
MATE, AND BuRDINE
ARE OIVING US SOME
STRONG MINUres
THAT WILL MAKE US A
STRONGER TEAM ...
• COACH TEVESTER
ANDERSON, ON THE
DEPfi.t OF HIS TEAM

minutes; and Justin Burdine, sophomore
from Savannah, Tenn. gave Aubrey Reese a
minute of rest in the first half.
The Murray State Racers delivered a mes"Towns, Page, Shumate and Burdine are
sage to the 3,591 fans in attendance at the giving us some strong minutes that will
Regional Special Events Center Tuesday make us a stronger team for the stretch run,"
night: "We're back!"
Anderson said. "We need everybody we got
The Racers (16-7, 9-3 OVC) got revenge for the stretch run."
over the Tennessee State Tigers (5-17, 4-8
Shumate agreed with Coach Anderson.
OVC) for last week's loss with an 82-65 vicult's real important this time of the season
tory, fueled by an impressive second-half to get the starters some rest after you'vt!
performance that brought back memories of played 20, 25 games," Shumate said. "The
the Racers earlier in the season.
starters have been playing between 35 and 40
The Racers' held TSU to 28 points on 27 minutes every game. That'll take a toll on
percent shooting in the second half after your legs. You got to get these guys some
switching their style of defense after half- rest. They got to get some rest occasionally
time.
and that's our job to keep the intensity up
"We really challenged the players at half- while they're resting.''
time," Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson
The Murray State athletic department
said. "We decided we weren't going to play decided to st.ut a spirit contest between cam·
anymore zone. We went to man-to-man and pus organizations at home games starting
got the job done. We needed to stop a good Tucsd.1y night.
sh ooting team in our man-to-man defense
Alpha Sigma Phi social fraternity and the
c; <\f9 they~re prp9.¥>ly,;-the~st shootil)g t~.1m .. MSU' :footblm team ~&..the two groups
in the conference."
competing in the spirit contest Tuesd.1y
The Racers trailed 39-36 after the Tigers' night, and the contest was ruled a dra\v. The
first possession in the second half, but bas- groups \'\/ill square off again at the Eastern
kets by Racer senior point guard Aubrey Kentucky home game on Feb. 17.
Reese put the Racers up 40-39, and they
Cunningham was pleased with the spirit
never looked back.
shown by the two groups.
The Racers outscored the Tigers 46-28 in
"I really appreciated them moving the frathe half, led by Reese and junior forward Ray ternity and the football team down close to
Cun{lingham from Louisville.
the court," Cunningham said. "It made a big
Reese fell one rebound short of a triple difference, especially toward the end of the
double, scoring 23 points with 10 assists and second half. When you have people you go to
nine rebounds, while Cunningham had 20 school with cheering for you, that's a big
points nnd a cnreer-high 16 rebounds.
inspiration to win."
Another key factor in the Racer victory
The R,1cers started their biggest road trip of
Tue.sd.1y night was the play of the Racer the season when they traveled to Eastern llli·
bench.
nois last night.
Marlon Towns, senior from Memphis,
Saturday, they will travel to the Show Me
played 24 minutes; Aaron Page, senior from Center to face Southeast Missouri State in a 1
Austin, Texas, played 10 minutes; Chris Shu- p.m. game televised on ESPN2 that will likemate, freshmiln from Louisville, played eight ly decide first place in the conference.
BY J ASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Laur,l DeattJrl/7 he Ne1ys

Senior Rod Murray from Montgomery. Ala., pivots his way past Tennesec State's defense
to help the Racers in their 82-65 victory over Chc Tigers on Tuesday night.

Lady Racers demolish Tennessee State 70-47
BY Jo e DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Laura Deaton/The News

Heather Bates, senior from Connersville, Ind., drives to
the basket against Tennessee State on Tuesday night.

The Lady Racers. returned to action
Tuesday against Tennessee State and
defeated TSU 70-47.
The Lady Racers wasted no time disposing of their Ohio Valley Conference
foe, jumping up early in the first half.
Junior Liz Stansberry and senior
Heather Bates took an 11-point lead on
TSU at the half.
The Lady Racers shot 44 percent from
the field, including four of eight from
three-point land, and went five of se\'en
from the free throw line. TSU only hit 35
perc~nt from the field, including only
one three-pointer, and made only one of

four from the fn.--e throw line.
''The girls really pulled it together,
made their shots nnd grabbed the
boards," Lady Racer Head Coach Eddie
Fields said.
Jn the second h<tlf the Lady Racers
were even more deadly. The team
pulled out the rebounds, made the
shots and finished driving the nail into
TSU.
.
The Lady RclCers made 58 percent of
shots from the field, including two
three-pointers, and went five of seven
from the free throw line. TSU again had
a lackluster half, hitting only 37 percent
from the field and going zero for six
from the free throw line.
"We really played our best," senior

Heather Bates said. " We got out there
and got the job done."
Stansberry and junior Monika Gadson led the Lady Racers' offense. Stansberry scored 14 points and Gadson
scored 15 points and grabbed nine
rebounds. Bates led the MSU JdenSl'
with four steals and six rebounds.
"J just get in there nnd try to get tht>
board," Gadson said. "I think we
played really well and hope we continue on a roll."
With the win over TSU, the Lady Racers maintain their ranking in the OVC
and hope to challenge for the OVC
crown. The team will play OVC foe
Southeast Miswuri State ~1turday .1t
Cape Girardeau.

Murray State 70
Tenn. State 47
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE I 0·11 (8.4

OVC), TENNESSEE
STAlf 7-14 (5-8

OVC)
KEY P LAYERS:
LIZ StANSBERRY,
PTS

14

(6·12). 3

REBOUNOS.
MONIKA GADSON,

15 PTS (7- 12), 9
REBOUNDS
HEATHER BATES, 11
PTS (.4 8), 6 ASSISTS,
6 REBOUNDS

XFL may open opportunites for undrafted Murray State football players
Sports Talk

"J' .','·
g,'
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j ASON •
BILLINGSLEY

" THIS LEAGUE

COULD BE A

BLESSING IN
DISGUISE."

World
Wrestling
Federation
Chairman
Vince
McMahon
announced last week the formation
of a new post-Super Bowl footbc1ll
le<1gue, the XFL, and both the
wrestling and sports worlds had a
collt>cth•e thought of "What?"
Vince McMahon said the XFL
would be "smash mouth football"
that will have salaries second to only
the National Football League and
take th~ television viewer places the
NFL wns scared to go, the huddle
and the locker room.
Many people, including me,
thought the idea .was ridiculous
when the news first broke. But as l

thought about it this w~ek, thb
league could be a blessing in disguise for football players from small
colleges, like Murrny State.
Many Division I and Division lAA players get overlooked every
year as the NFL Dr.1ft lasts only six
rounds. Many Murray State players
have bt.'i?n lost in the shuffle in the
draft, fighting to get the pro equi\·aknt of a college walk-on on NFL
teams. The s.1laries in the other post
season NFL le.1gut.'S, like the Arena
Footb,11l league and NFL Europe,
are less than spectacular and players
usually have to work a second job in
the off-season to pay the bills.

I'm sure justin Fuente, jcrmaine
Manning and the other senior football players would jump ,1t the
opportunity this dmft s~ason to be in
the XFL earning a salary just below
NFL standards if no NFL te,tm drafts
them.
You only need to llX)k at Kurt
Warner for an example of this. Owrlooked by the NFL, he play~d in the
Arena League and Ni=L Europe,
bagged groceries during the off-sea·
son and finally got his shot at the
NFL with the St. louis Rams. The
rest is NFL history.
The problem with the XFL is people will not take it seriously since

McMahon is the 0rganizer ol the
new league. WWF stock has
dropped more than 30 percent since
the announcement of the league.
Vince telling Wall Street to "kiss his
ass" after analysts declared the new
league a bust does not help the credibility of the league.
TI1e football players will have bigger salaries and better benefit$ th,m
the WWf wre~tlers, who are paying
the bills for the league. This could
cause backstage problems at the
WWF shm,·s that could hurt McMahon'.; wre:-.tling revenue.
If the football league folds, there
could be some trouble not only with

the WWF, but with all the football
players who signed the dotted line
on McMahon's contra.::!.
The bottom line on the success of
the le.1gue will be the fans. J ask you
to give the XFl.« chance to see what
kind of product it puts out and hnw
entert.1ining it is. Let the lt•ague succet'll or fail on its own merits.
This could be a golden opportuni·
ty ior footbc1ll players nround the
nation to get a ch;mcc to shine in the
Spl>tlight.

fnson Billingsley IS tile SIKJrls editor for

"Tite M11rray State Nell':.-."

Sports
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ovc Action

$pOrtU&ht
JUyCunningham,
!Mana Hastings
Ray Cunning·

'

Men's Scores
Feb. 3
fti'I'J 70

jham and Marra
:Hastings are in
lthls week's Racer

••

~~

~portLight.

Cunningham,
JUnior from
Loujsville, had a
career night on
. Tuesday vs. Ten·
nessee State.
Cunningham
• scored 20 points
a nd had a careerhigh 16 rebounds
:in the Racers' 82·
o5 victory.
Hastings, senior
from Kingston,
jWash., Jed the
MSU Gold team
to its seventh con·
:secuti\'e Ohio
;valley Conference
rifle title.
Hastings was
the overall OVC
Champion in
s maUbore with a
score of 1150 and
finished second in
the OVC in air
!l'ifle with a score
of 386, just two
ntsbehind
mmate Martin
eeldon.

F

Fastfact

On Feb. 10,
990, James
"Buster" Douglas,

a 42-to-1 under·
dog, knocked out
undisputed
heavyweight
champion Mike
Tyson in the lOth
round of a fight in
Japan to win the
heavyweigh t title.
Tyson had
never been
)<nocked down
before that fight.
(They never had a
ematch.

Women's soccer signs 11,
volleyball signs fourrec:n.lits
The Murray State women's soccer
team and the MSU volleyball team
announced their 2000 recruiting
class Wednesday.
Volleyball signed four new p lay·
ers.: Jill Nagel from Red Bud, TIL;
Carrie Potthast from St. Rose, Ill.
and sisters Jennifer and Stephanie
Trame from Highland, Ill.
Recruits for women's soccer were:
Abby Bad en from Ch esterfield, Mo.;
Jill Cond on from Newburg, Ind.;
Michelle Fed o r from Lou isville;
Lindsay Gustafson from Sio ux Falls,
S. D.; Brooke Lencl<i from Murray;
Jill Hawanchak from Fairview
Heigh ts, Ill.; Lauren McAdams from
Evansville, Ind.; Sarah Powell from
Clarksville, Tenn.; Emily Schaller
from Manchester, Mo.; Jackie
Thomas from St. Louis and Sarah
Weave r from Louisville.

ment in Nashville.
A limited number of rooms at the
Maxwell House are now available
for MSU fans who travel to the
Music City for the tournament. The
rooms cost $79 per night while they
last.
Those interested should phone
the Regal Maxwell House directly at
(615) 259-4343 and ask for "The
Murray State Fans Package."

Men's Basketball Men's Basketball
Schedule
Standings

Results as of games
played on Feo. 8

Source: ESPN

.........,83
TTU80

Feb. 5
APSU87
SD10 64 (2 OTl

MTSU81
Morei!Nd l 7

EIUN
TSU71
TTU tl

EKU II

Feb. 8

MSUIZ

sports editor.

OVC Overall
10-3 17-5
9-3
16-7
13-9
8-5
TIU
12-9
EfU
8-5
7-6
13-8
APSU
6-7
10-11
MTSU
8-13
UT- Martin 5-6
5-17
4-8
TSU
8-13
Mo rehead 3-9
6-15
EKU
2-10

501052

Women's rowing competes
at indoor rowing event

The Murray State women's rowing team competed last weekend at
the Tennessee Indoor Rowing
C hampionships in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
The event had been previously
scheduled for the weekend before,
but was snowed out.
Abbie Homan and j ackie Kortz
had the best individual finishes for
· MSU, as Homan finished third in
the open event with a time of 8:01.7
MSU announces plans for
and Kortz finished third in the light·
OVC basketball tourneys
weight event with a time of 8:29.
The Murray State men's and
The women's rowers will be in
wom en's
baske tball
teams action again March 25 at the South·
announced Wednesday they have east Regional Collegiate Sprints.
selected the RegaJ Maxwell House
as Racer headquarters ho tel for the
Briefs are compiled by Jason Billi,gsley,
Ohio Valley Conference Touma-

SEMO
MSU

TSUS6

ftb. ll
Muruy St>tt •t Southt.ut M1510un
St.lh!lpm.
AU!oUn r••>' II MC'!<he.IJ S(Jie :tIS
pm
fenll<ii«! Slli~!OI Ea•tcm Kl'ntu<~y
3:15p.m
UT-Mart1n al fc.~.,IL't'n llllnnil 7 0~

p.m.,
Ttn"""""" Tl'<l\ at Middl• Tl•nm..,..,
State 7:45p.m.
ftb.U
nllnoi• Coli~ at !!A. tom IUtiiCII• 7.~
pm.
Ftb. 17
K..ntu.:ky ot Munay Stott
7JOpm
Middlo T,.,.......,.. SullO • t Auotln
PNyNS'pm.
M,,.,ffld Su"' •• UT-Moron 7·45

EJU73
TTU M
501078

MTSU51
N-SUBl

UT-MMia 58

Women's Scores
Feb. 3

~IITSU 82

Laura Deaton/Tile News

Racer spirit: Steve Smith, freshman from Radcliff and Alpha Sigma Phi
pledge, 15 held hostage by Racer football players Ashley Freeman, senior from
Fairhope, Ala .• and Jeremy Goodman, sophomore from Louin ille, during Tuesday
night's men's basketball game at t he Regional Special E\·ents Center.

~:

ISDIO 60

Tl\110
llorlhud 42

Feb. 5
JII$U7t

Women'i Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
13-0
8-4
8 -5
7-6
APSU
EKU
6-6
UT-Martin 6-6
5-8
SEMO
EfU
5-8
5-8
TSU
Morehead 0-12

TIU
MSU
MTSU

TSUIS

18-6
lQ-11
11-10
11-11
9-12
7-14
8-13
7-14
7-14
1-20

e,,,..,

Women's Basketball
Schedule
Feb. 11
Austin l'eAv Jt MoR'h~a.J St.lt~

noon

r.,._ Stale at bull'm Ktn·
lucky 1 p.m
Murr•y Stolle at ~>ulh<!oJ>I Mls.ourf
)::l(lp.m
UT·Martin at Eli>l<tn llt tnll~ 4 45
p.m
Midd t~ Tenn.,..,.., .ot UT-MJrttn
5:45p.m.
feb. l6
Belmont at Southe"t M<~k>url 7
p.m
Ftb. 17
E.l>IDToiCentucky ~t Murr•y St•te

Sororities

:tn'...... 62

f ob. H •t South Cym
Ut,,. , .. 1\lph.\ St>.'"" Alph.o 9 p.m •
Sij1111ol<;ogma StgrnJ VJ, Jllphll Om Icrnn r. 10 p m.

MTSUIO
......... 74

Fraternities

Residential
Colleges

Frio. 14 • • R.K~r Arnu
L.unbd.J Cht Alptw ..._ ~rtw Phi
E~k••7pm.

Feb. 1 '1/M ~n • t RSEC
lltst<r v. Ri<hm"nol 7;JO p .m
l l•n ,.,. R''&''"jj 8 ~'10 p m
C~11k ' ' Fhz,~l,.,th 9JO p m

AI ph.\ Gamm.1 Rho \ 'I, ,...lph.t
S•gm• l'ht 8 p.m.
51Rmll Clu n. Kappa Alph.l f'5t ~
pm.
Alpha Tau Onl<'ga v. Pi I(.' PI"'
Alplw 10 pm.

f <b. t'I/Womtn 11 RSEC
lk'ft,•r v.. Cl•rk 7:Jtl p m.
:-;prlnXL'f v~ ~·~t·nts ~.)() p m.

hb. 16 at R.tcor Arm.t
PI K.lppa Alph.l vs Sijl,mB Cht 7
p.m.
Llmbd.t 0.1 Alph.J ••· Alp h.>
!'ogm• rhi R p.m.
Alph.t Tau Om•>g• w. Slgm• Phi
fp>llon9p.m.

hb. 17/Mtn 11 North Cym

HMI \'> hJnUin &p no .
lltchm..n.J v•. l'lll.t"-'th 7 p.m.
OM~ VI Rvj;o•ntall r 111 .
ftb. 17/Womtn • t S..uth Cym
CIJrk vo Ro'),'t'nt• 1> r m.
lt..n '"· Hester 7 r m

hb. " • I South Gyon
Alpl~o~ Omlcr.>n I ~ n p.m
Sih""" Stgm• ~~~~m~ va. Alpha
S•11m•• Alph• 1 t>.m
Tlj;''"' v"' u~u s p.m
1'1 lt•ha tlo·lt,, 1'1 v•, Alpha l~·•mm•
Lte ,,

nua7
£KUS4

Feb. 8

Odt.l~pm

TTU 81
£lUll
MSU70
TSU47

M11UI1

S~ p m.

Results as of games
played on Feb. 8

£1U 54
TSU49

Mi..I.Jk T~ at At.l$1ln P~)'
!'·oiSpm.
Mocehead SUllO 11 UT •lol.>rtln 5:4~

SIM051

p.m.
T..,_Tedt•tT~Sute

f!..._.TechaiT- Statr
7:45p.m.

S:olSp.m.

Cable TV. Your window to the world.

q..GbAr.ter

.·····

·~- · ~· (. .,.

...........

Swim with dolphins. Visit Mars. Sit ringside.
You can do it all when you're connected to cable
TV from Charter Communications - a Wired World
Company that's dedicated to bringing you new
ways to help expand your home entertainment and
information possibilities. You'll enjoy crystal clear
reception and have instant access to a never-ending
variety of news, sports, information, education and
entertainment. So get connected to the wired world
of cable TV - Charter Communications, your new
cable company.
Phone: 753-5005

906 S. 12th St.
I

....

Paducah's # 1 College Nite
Every Wednesday
Wet & Wild T-Shirt Contest
$ Cash Give-Away $
Wednesday Night College Night
Thursday Ladies Nite
Friday Nite Funnies Comedy

Appearing this Weekend!
Friday • Feb. 11
Thin Ice
Rock·n·Roll Band

Saturday • Feb. 12
Back by popular demand!
The David lvey
Rock·n·Roll Band

Call about our upcomlnt events happenlnt In February!

(270) 575-0508

Great Time, Food & Spirits!
18 to enter on Tuesday·Thursday
Must be 21 .to enter on weekends after 9 p.m. II!
with valid ID to drink
No Cover Charge At Door, Tuesday·Thursday

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah
I

(270) 575·0508
I

Sports
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OVC picks 'Breds to finish seventh
Analysis

jASON
BIWNGSLEY

"IN THE OVC
BASEBALL RACE,
ANYTHING IS
POSSIBLE."

The Murray State Thoroughbreds start their season Wednesday at Belmon t University and face
another uphilJ battle in the Ohio Valley Conference.
For the third consecutive year the 'Breds are
picked to finish in the bottom half of the conference
in the preseason poll.
Middle Tennessee State was selected first in the
poll, welcoming back seven starters from last year's
squad. Eastern Kentucky and Eastern Ulinois were
second and third, respectively, followed by Southeast Missouri, Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech, MSU,
Morehead State and UT-Martin.
The good news for the 'Breds is the two previous
years they have finished fourth. The bad news for
the ' Breds is this year's team lost 11 players to graduation and transfer.
"We lost 39 of our 51 home runs and 287 out of our
381 RBis from last season as well as 148 of our 441
total innings pitched," 'Breds Head Coach Mike
Thieke said.
The 'Breds offensive leader this year is Chris Johnson, senior infielder from Metropolis, IU. Johnson hit
.318 last season and started all 56 games, driving in
32 runs and stealing 10 bases.
"11\is year's club has a lot of question marks,"
Thieke said. "We won't really start a lot of new faces,

but we will start quite a few new guys in a starting
role. We lost seven starters from last yeM's team and
five of those spots will be filled by guys already in
the program."
Thieke has six true freshmen who he said hopes
will make an immediate impact: Ronnie &>ets and
Brandon Martin from Harrisburg, Ill.; Gordon
Dugan from Golconda, Ill.; Larry Crouch from
Nashville; Brett McCutchan from Evansville, Ind.;
and Gamer Byars from Louisville will provide much
needed depth.
Jason Glos.."E'r will likely be the team's new closer,
as he is the only 'Bred left from last season with a
save. The starting rotation will likely include Aaron
Russelburg, sophomore from Hawesville; Preston
Hesley, junior from Paducah; and Chris Gray, senior
from Okawville, Ill.
Although the outlook may seem bleak for the
' Breds this season, they overcame similar problems
the last two seasons and held the lead in the OVC
during two separate occasions last season.
1ust remember, in the OVC baseball race, anything
is possible.

Jeremy Edw.nds/The News

Jason Billingsley is ll1e sports editor for "The Murray
State Ne·ws."

Senior Justin Varitek does not receive junior pitcher Timmy Thompson's pitch
because freshman Ronnie Seets hit the ball to right field at the ' Breds' practice.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
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The place
for the
perfect
Valentine's
gift.

from THE MURRAY STATE NEWS
and these local businesses.
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Hydrating Facial
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Gift Baskets
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12th Street Floral
and Gifts
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
from Southern Hope Manual Therapy

TERRAPIN STATION

II 0 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
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--------------------------------------------Any New or Used
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Reconnect with
•
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:
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Concept Salon.

Web Page Design
~~~

Web Domain
Registration
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I lUi
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AT
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY • (270) 753·7117
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

Gift Certificates Available for Valentine's Day_.

~
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301 N. 12th St.
767-0760
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.
Home of the Bottomless1•
"COFFEE CUP" ~

Hair Design

•1

Tarming Packages

c

15 visits - $30
Unlimited - $35 (month)
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O PEN
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Haircuts
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*highlights *color * hot wax

Flowers For All Occasions
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EDWARD HUDGINS

:
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A Full Line Breakfast :.
Great Deli Sandwiches ~
and
,
Our Famous 113-lb. Burger

-u

\\'c-Lo\'e
- - Ya
--

Located '
200 N. 15th Sf
753-3406

Treat your Valentine to a
delicious breakfast at

Gloria's World Food Village

t

Order early for
Valenttne)s Day!

Bel Air Shopping Center
Thomas B. (Tom.) Gaines

753·0932

•Pancakes or
French Toast
with Maple Syrup
•International Omelet
•Fluffy White Rice or
Oatmeal with Milk,
Cinnam on, and Sugar
Served ~ith Crunchy
~
Cinnamon Toast
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Murray State athletics get closer to Title IX compliance
BY W ILLIAM G ORDON
STAFF WRITER

E. W.

Murray State sports are becoming
more accessible following an expansion of women's athletic programs
overseen by University Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison.
The women's programs were in
dire need of assistance when he
assumed the directorship, Dennison
said. The practice facilities were
poor and office space for coaches
was minimal.
"We were in trouble," he said .
Dennison said the ratio of male
athletic participants to female was
76-to-24, is currently 60-to-40 and
within a year will approach the 50to-50 mark. Murray State's female
enrollment at the University as a
whole makes up 55 percent of the
total enrollment.

DENNISON

Athletic Director

" I COULD GET IN
, COMPLIANCE
• TOMORROW. "

~

\

•

Dennison said the addition of
rowing and soccer to the women's
athletic roster as an NCAA varsity
sport will result in openings for 80
players.
The additions were initiated with
the help of the Office of Civil Rights,
Dennison said. The OCR oversees
compliance with gender equ ity
rules. Colleges and universities are
required to provide equal accessibility to sports regardless of sex or race,
according to Title IX of the Education Amendments Acts of 1972.
Dennison said Murray State is in
good standing with the OCR and
has shown the history of progression regarding gender equality in
athletics required by the office.
The OCR requires schools choosing to comply with the law by
expanding women's programs to

take an interest poll of students to
find sports that are considered "up
and coming" by the poll. Soccer and
rowing received this high rating.
Dennison said the next ~port he
supports adding to women's varsity
teams is the equestrian team.
Dennison said the University
could be in absolute compliance
with Title IX in the time it took to cut
men's team numbers.
"I could get in compliance tomorrow," he said. "We encourage women's team numbers by capping
men's teams."
Dennison said he would like to
see the number of football players
capped at 90. The football team normally fields 100 or more players.
That high membership number
hinders the University'~ efforts to
comply immediately, he said .

Dennison said if football were
excluded from Title IX evaluation,
women would account for more
than half of athletic participants in
the smaller University sports.
Women's crew entered NCAA
competition in the falJ of 1998. rts
success as a club sport for two years
helped lead to its being included in
Murray State's varsity lineup. Head
Crew Coach Kelly McMonigle said
the University's efforts to promote
equality in athletic participation is
good for everyone.
"Any time they help us raise our
numbers, it helps the University as a
whole," she said. "And when we
improve as coaches, that sparks
interest here and with recruiting and
also helps the big picture as far as
enrollment."
Mike Minielli was hired as the

women's soccer coach in July. The
Racer soccer team will begin NCAA
competition in the Fall of 2000. The
team currently has 14 players, but he
expects to field a team of 30 players
at fu ll membership with 20 of those
players receiving scholarships.
Minielli said he is optimistic about
Dennison's involvement and said
participatory equality is in the
future at Murray State.
"We're not doing it the easy way
like the federal government calls
for," Minielli said.
Minielli said the University's
accelerating women's program,
which focuses on expanding women's opportunities instead of
decreasing men's programs, is the
best possible scenario for Murray

State.

'

!Alpha Tau Omega defeats Alpha Sigma Phi 48-45 in double overtime
,-•

first win Monday night at Racer

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS

~

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

'•
l D

Arena.

.
t:'Splte

. .
11
;
comm1ttmg
turnovers and going four for 11 at
the free throw line, Alpha Tau
Omega managed to hold off
t\lpha Sigma Phi 48-45 in two
pvertimes, giving the fraternity its

With Alpha Sigma Phi leading
late in the first overtime, Alpha
Tau Omega's Michael Cansler,
who led all scorers with 13 points,
hit a short jumper as the clock
expired to send the game into a
second overtime.

"I missed the first shot~ but luckily got the rebound, and on the
second attempt I got a better look
and it just happened to fall
through," Cansler said.
Alpha Sigma Phi pulled ahead
in the second overtime by a score
of 43-41, because of a bucket by
josh Blaisdell, who finished with

help us play harder next time."
Alpha Tau Omega Head Coach
Rob Cotthoff said his team has
some work to do if it is going to
win consistently.
"I think we had the first game
jitters," Cotthoff said. "We didn't
box out for the rebounds, or hustle
at all in the first half.

nine points and three rebounds.
The lead wasn't enough though
as Cansler nailed a clutch 3-pointer with 1:07 left thnt put Alpha
Tau Omega in the lead for good.
"Hats off to them," Blaisdell
said. "They are a great team and it
was a good game. &)th tc.1ms
played with great spirit. This will

''1)\ey stayed in the game, we
struggled and the officiating was
terrible, but somehow we came
our with a win," he said.
Cansler said he believes overconfidence hurt his team.
" I'm glad its over," Cansler said.
"I think we had the big head coming in and it almost cost us."
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THEFT:
Band auditions
despite setbacks
From Page 1
University of Louisville campus forced the players to wake
at 6 a.m . This gave the members only two hours of sleep,
and very little lime to find
replaceml.!nt instruments.
Despite the limited sleep, the
performers still managed to do
relath·ely well. Gower and
Hammack borrowed instruments from the University of
Louisville music department,
and all placed fourth or better
within the b.md .
Gower said although he had

a terrible evening and had to
play on a trumpet he considered inadequate, he nonetheless ''had a decent audition."
The losses left the players
scrambling to g<tther basic
necessities for the five-day
trip. The day after the incident,
all four went shopping for
dothes and toiletries at a local
shopptng mall. The cost of
renting tuxedos for the players
w.1s placed on the Day's Inn
crt'dit card. Unfortunately, the
time required for tuxedo fittings caused the musicians to
miss two long rehearsals.
Currently, they do not plan
legal ilCtion against Day's Inn.
Williams indicated to the students Day's lnn insurance
would pay for their lost
belongings, but whether they

LINES: Students frustrated by constant busy signals

will pay for the purchase of
new belongings is unclear.
"They haven't told me anything ~rsonally," Gower said.
"But while we were there, they
tried to suck up to us."
However,
the
players
refused to let the experience
ruin their performance at the
concert Thursday.
''I was under a lot of mental
turmoil, but we had a decent
concert," Gower said. "For all
we went through, we did
great."
Kinslow agreed.
''I'm amazed at how we handled everything," Kinslow
said. "You're either going to
laugh about it or cry about it,
so we chose to laugh about it
all week."

From Page 1
night and only got a busy signal, l'm pretty pissed,"
Ginny Snow, sophomore from Paducah, said.
Other .students are worried about what to do in case
of an emergency.
"What am I supposed to do if there'~ some sort of
emergency and I can't get through to 911 because some

down the hallway's checking her e-mail on the Internet?" Alissa Rice, freshman from Fulton, said.
Joe llalm, freshman from Evansville, Ind., said
doesn't think it should take much to get a few mor~
lines open in each residential college.
,.
Said Hahn: "lf there were just a couple of more lines
open on each floor, it would soh'e a lot of problems."

n;

MENTOS: Concert experience directed planners to MSU
From Page 1
ty has had at handling concerts is another reason this
campus was selected.
"They were looking for schools who have prown they
can handle concerts. especially in the past two years,"
Baker said.
The set-up will be simi 1M to MTV's Campus Invasion
Tour, which took place Oct. 27, 1999. The residential college complex behind Springer College will house tents

containing such events c1S N,1me that Video, Rock 'n'
Roll Rumble, My Night as a Star and the MentO$ Fresh·
maker Lounge.
The significant difference between MTV's tour and
the Mentos·<...'TN tour is this semester's concert will take
plaw outside in the ..ll'e,J wht.>re the tents will st.1nd.
"It is Ci11led a self-cont.1incd ~et up," Baker said. "The
show b brought here in a semi trud: which will fold out
into the stage where the concert will take place."

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning your
abs. getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourselr?
Our Cardia Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of aerobics
but adds important self-defense techniques like jabbing. kicking, punching and blocking. You learn while you bum at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle and
Fitness Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one calorie burning

workout!)
There's no physical contact. no uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes} and
of all you'lllove it! Classes are forming now, call today!

Ca)an Chicken
Double Cheese

Introductory Offer
~-~-....Ja--;:::,..,_

Call Today! ~

793-6111

1413 Olive Blvd. • Mur.ray, KY

:AiotuH,

L-------------------------------------~

Valentine's Cocktail Party
7 - 9 p.m. Curris Center Dance Lounge

.-·- -/1S.I21>

.,...__~
~

..

~VERYDA¥

LSAT
PREP
COURSE
r-------------------------------------,

: Applying for Fall 2001 Law Scliool Admission? :

1

Breakfast Burrito

A four-part LSAT Prep Course Seminar will be
presented on MSU's campus on Sunday evenings from
6-10 p.m. Session dates are scheduled for March 5
and 19 and April2 and 16. A seminar fee of $295
includes the cost of all materials and supplies.
To register call Dr. Joe G. Chaney at 762-3459 or
753-1387. A deposit of $100 is, required by March 1.

71ui:u4J
Black Jeopardy
7 p.m. Curris Center Stables
•Prizes will be awarded•

71Udh
Who Gives a F#$1 About Rap???
(Panel Discussion) • 7:30 p.m.
Curris Center Barkley Room

Vt:1J.,
Casino Night
7 p.m. Curris Center Stables
$1 Admission

IV.JA.HL.,
Say What? Karaoke
7 p.m. Curris Center Stables
•Prizes will be awarded•

99...· ~

.§.taut.,
Breakfast
10 a.m. Baptist Student Union
$2 Advance, $3 At the Door

·oa •

Club
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Curris Center Stables • $3 Admission

.
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IS IT RELIABLE?

Ill

The Bible predicts the future
with 100% success!

In other words, are the copies we have today anything like the originals?

.....

consider the following:
There are well over 24,000 manuscriptic copies of portions
of the New Testament in existence today with the earliest
known copies dating around 125 A.D (around 25 years from
the approximate completion of the originals.) Th1s is how that
compares with other works of antiquity:

..
;
:

Over and over the Bible has shown itself to be true by accurately predicting future
events. Consider just this one example:

Homer's Iliad was written around 900 B.C. with the first copies
around 400 B.C., a span of 500 years. There are 643 known
copies.
The works of caesar were written between 100 and 44 B.C.
with the first ,copies around 900 A.D., a span of nearly 1,000
years. There are 10 known copies.

f

Aristotle wrote between
dated around 1100 A.D.,
are as many as 49 known
Plato wrote between 427
dating around 900 A.D.,
are 7 known copies.

...
,~
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'
~

\
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Ezekiel 30: 13 saYs:
.. There shall no lon~er be Princes from the land of

For nearly 2,500 years after this prediction was made, up until they became a democracy, the
Egyptian government was always ruled by a prince. However, NONE OF THESE PRINCES WAS
EGYPTIAN! That would be like predicting that there would never be another American president and then having 2 1/2 millennia pass with no American president. It seems hard to
believe but this is only one of more than 1.500 predictions in the bible concerning cities and
countries. The bible also makes many predictiOn~ about YOUR future. Shouldn't an honest
seeker want to investigotc these predictions?

384 and 322 B.C. The first copies are
a span of nearly 1,400 years! There
copies of any one of his works .
and 347 B.C. with the earliest copies
a span of nearly 1,200 years. There

Now, when was the last time you heard a professor question
the authenticity of caesar, Plato, or Arlstotle? Probably
never. The reason is that because of individual religious
bias, people are prone to judge the Bible by a different
standard than other works. The New Testament stands
absolutely and unapproachably alone when compared to
the manuscr1ptic evidence of other works of antiquity. To
discard the reliability of the New Testament is to throw out
the other works entirely.

Judging by the same stand•ds typicdy given other
works ol its time, you can rest assured, the copies ol
the New Testament In existence today are unbelievably
accurate recordings ol what the original authors
recorded some 2000 years ago.

Whether you are a believer or not,
we encourage you to read and apply
the teachings of the Bible to your life
on a daily basis. It will radically change
your life!
If you do not have a Bible and would liRe a free one, contact Mark
Randall at 753-9786 and he will get one for you.

I
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SI
er These Facts!

There is No lJther Book
Like tl1e Biblt~! '

EVERYONE IS WELCOJJIE

II our 11/llk/V 8/b/1 S/Ud/1.

2
'

The Bible Is Absolutely Unique In Many Ways:

EVERY WEDNESDAY
7:00 PM 3rd FLOOR
CURRIS CENTER THEATE~

- Unique In Its Translation:
,
(The Bible has been translated, retranslated
and paraphrased more then any other book.)
- Unique in its Circulation:
(The Bible is HANDS DOWN the all-time
best seller. There Is no other book that
even comes close to the Bible's circulation.)
-Unique In its Survival:
(No other book has endured the
kind of perspcutlon or criticism that
the Bible has.)

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is <In interdenominational
Christian group dedicated to shdring the love of jesus Christ.
1
We have people of many denominations, rcJces, and ideas
at our meetings.

We have many exciting things planned
for the next few years including several
exciting guest speakers (This year Steven
Curtis Chapman) and trips to Ireland,
Jamaica, Israel, and this year, Nassau, Bahamas.

Durt~ hit ureume.l'olllllrt, who dltd tn ana. pt"OClalmtd that
wllbln tOO yean from hit time ChrlltJanltr would be •wept from
ulatence and paued Into hlllOI'f. Only 50 yean a(ter hit death
the Genua Bible Society uaed \'oltalre't ftl'f own preu co
pt"oduce atacb of Bibles.

.
..•
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For more information, or if we can help with
anything, please call Chi Alpha Campus Chaplain
Mark Randall at 753 - 9786

- Unique in its Influence on
Other Literature:
(If every copy of the Bible were destroyed,
It could easily be restored from quotes in the
books of most cities' public libraries.)

1

SURELY ANY HONEST SEEKER OF RELIGIOUS TRUTH WILL
CONSIDER THE CLAIMS OF THE MOST POPULAR, MOST
PUBLICIZED, AND MOST WIDELY READ PIECE OF LITERATURE
OF ALL TIME BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF RELIGIOUS TEXTS!

• Unique In its Continuity:
(Consider the following:)
·The Bible waa wntten over a 1,500 year span, over 40 genera·
tion1, by over 40 different authon from every walk of life.
(Moses: a political leader, Peter, a fisherman; Luke: 8 doctor;
Paul: 8 Jewieh Rabbi; Amoa: a herdsman; and many more ...)

•

••
••
•
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-The Bible waa written in different locations (A dungeon; in 11
wildeme&~; while traveling; in 8 palace) during bo~ times of
war and in times of peace. It was written during different
moods from the heights of joy to the depths of despair.

THE BOTT

-The Bible was written on three different continents (Asia,
Africa and Europe) in three different languages (Hebrew,
Aramaic and Greek.)
-The Bible coven hundreds of the world' a moat controvenial
topiC8 including What happens when I die? h there a penonal
God? How should I live my life? What can I do to be happy?
and even What ie the meani~ of Life?

'

-
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SO HERE•s THE QUESTIOn:

-

.....

,

In John 1:3, Jesus said. ': .. no one ean see the Kintdom of God Ullless he is born atain." 1 Cor!: 11 toes on to
say that, '~ .. Ifanyone is in Christ He Is a new creation; the old bas tone. the new has comer The faet ofthe
matter Is this: /If reeeivint Jesus Chis/ 11s lord11nd Saviour. MILLIONS ofpeople have bad their lives radlul/y
chanted. People have totten offofdruts. been healed ofpast abuses and hurts, and found a purpose for their
lives that once seemedmeanintless. The tood news is that YOU CAN EXPERIENCE THIS l/PC CHANGE TOO/ ·

Jesus died on a cross and was re.5urrected He is still alive today and allJVU /lave to do i.s· pray
to Him. 11you will ope11up your heart and receive Hirn as your Lord and Saviour, JJe will coJJie in
and make you into the person that He wants you to be, which 1$ good because He kr1ows what
is best/or you. A.dn1itto llln1that you h11ve not lived up to /lis standc1rds, ask Him to forgive
you. and sunender your life to Him. lie loves ,vou more than you can Jnmglne and is waiti11g lor
you with open arn1s. Stan reading in the book ofJohn tfX!ay to discover the anlaziJJK Ole that
fie has planned lor you.

If you were to take 10 authors today. all
from the same walk of life, all from the same
geographic location, same language, same
culture, essentially same lifestyles, and ask
them to cover JUST ONE controversial subject
what would you get? The answer Is easy:
You would get a conglomeration .
Now, If the Bible Is not the Inspired Word of
God, how could It possibly maintain such
amazing unity and continuity throughout?
From cover to cover It Is one continuous and
unfolding story: •God's redemption of man:
How could this happen without the
Intervention of a loving God?

(I) Kennedy, D. James ( 1997) . Skeptics Answered . Sisters, Oregon: Multnomah
(2) McDow~ll, Josh (1979). Evidence That Demands a Verdict. San Bernardino, CA: Here's Life
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-T~e Bi le

Millions ofpeople have bad their lives transformed by the teachings
that/be Bible contains. Your life can be transformed too!
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